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All questions regarding the call and the topics published can be addressed to: 
 
Info-Call-CFP-2018-01@cleansky.eu  
 
Questions received until 1st June 2018, 17:00 (Brussels Time) will be answered after analysis and 
published in Q&A when appropriate. In total, three publications of Q/As are foreseen: 
 
A first Q/A document is released on 20th April 2018. 
A second version of the Q/A document is released on 18th May 2018. 
A third and final version of the Q/A document is released on 15th June 2018. 
 
As stated in the call, all interested parties are recommended to consult periodically the Clean Sky JU 
website and the Participant Portal of the European Commission for updates to this document and 
any corresponding updates to the call. 

mailto:Info-Call-CFP-2018-01@cleansky.eu
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A. ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS 

 

# Question / Answer 

1 What is the difference between topics of Call for Proposals CfP-08 launched inside and outside 
the complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA? 

Topics launched inside the complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA are directly linked to 
the action implemented by the Clean Sky 2 Members under grant agreements for members and 
they contribute to the achievement of the results of specific ITD/IADP/TA. 

Topics launched outside the complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA (so called ‘’thematic 
topics’’) are not directly linked to the action implemented by the Clean Sky 2 Members under 
specific ITD/IADP/TA. However, they contribute to the achievement of the High Level Objectives 
(HLGs) of the Clean Sky 2 Regulation, by enabling a wide range of competing technology solutions 
to address broad problem-oriented topics that are geared towards the Clean Sky 2 programme-
level HLGs. 
In addition, different special conditions of admissibility apply to the thematic topics. For further 
information please refer to question no. 2 = below and to Annex IV of the CS2JU Work Plan (“Part 
B: Thematic Topics” of the Call text document).   

2 Is there any special admissibility condition applying to the proposal submitted for one of the 
topic launched outside the complementary framework (thematic topic) within one IADP/ITD/TA 
in this Call for Proposals (CfP08)? 

Yes, the following special admissibility condition applies to the topics launched outside the 
complementary framework  (thematic topics): 
“The 16 Leaders of JU listed in Annex II to Regulation n° (EU) No 558/2014 and their affiliates 
may not apply to the topics”. 
For further information please refer to Annex II (List of private members - beneficiaries of the 
grant agreements for members) and Annex IV (“Part B: Thematic Topics” of the Call text 
document) of the CS2JU Work Plan.  

3 Are there any specific templates for the submission of a proposal for one of the thematic topics? 

Yes. For the thematic topics part B.I of the proposal application is different. The page limit is 30 
pages.  

4 Can the consortium of the proposal submitted in response to a topic launched inside the 
complementary framework of one IADP/ITD/TA take a partner that has been selected as a Core 
Partner, but has not yet signed the Grant Agreement at the time of publication of the Call for 
proposal (and thus not been involved in the preparation of this call)? 

Legal entities (single entity, members of consortia or clusters including linked third parties) which 
were selected by the CS2JU as Core Partners or its participating affiliate in an certain ITD/IADP/TA 
may not submit the proposal for the topics launched inside the complementary framework of the 
same ITD/IADP/TA. This is based on the special admissibility condition laid down in the CS2JU 
Work Plan (section 3.3. “Call management rules”). The CS2JU considers the date of sending the 
information letter to  the coordinator of the selected Core Partner proposal as the date from 
which inadmissibility becomes effective. For this purpose applicants are requested to fill in a 
declaration of non-affiliation to any Clean Sky 2 Member (Part D of the proposal).  
In case of doubts applicants are advised to contact directly the CS2JU.  

5 Can a Swiss entity participate to the CS2JU calls? If yes, under which conditions? 

Yes. Swiss entities may submit a proposal in the CS2JU Call for Proposals CfP-08 with the status of 
associated country.  For more information: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020-hi-swiss-part_en.pdf.  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/h2020-hi-swiss-part_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

6 Can a British entity still participate to the CS2JU calls? If yes, under which conditions? 

Yes. British entities can still submit a proposal in the CS2JU Call for Proposals CfP-08 in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in the CS2JU Work Plan. Any update will be communicated in due 
time in line with the guidance provided by the European Commission. More information is 
available at the following link: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/about.html 

7 Could you summarize the main differences between Research and Innovation Actions (RIA) and 
Innovation Actions (IA)? 

The Calls launched by the CS2JU follow the H2020 definitions of RIA and IA. Such definitions are 
available on the EC Participant Portal. 

8 Each call for proposal text reports “indicative funding topic value in k€”. Even if it has been 
clarified that this is an indicative value, it is important to know the Leader’s cost estimation. 
Should the topic funding or the topic value (the double of the topic funding) be considered as 
the reference? If the topic value has to be considered as a reference, does it refer to eligible cost 
or to the cost including actual indirect costs?  

The proposal’s requested funding and the proposal’s total [eligible] costs are not an eligibility 
criterion. There is no maximum CS2JU funding per topic. However, the evaluation will consider the 
efficiency and adequacy of the resources and the budget allocated to the proposal. Applicants 
should ensure that their resource and budget estimations are duly justified and explained and they 
should be able to clearly explain any material difference when compared to the indicative topic 
value. The topic indicative funding value has been estimated based on the best estimate of the 
related total eligible costs.  

9 How will “value for money” be assessed in this call for IA and for RIA? 

When assessing the value for money, applicants should consider the following: 
• The indicative topic funding value provided in the Call is an estimate 
• Applicants must address the scope of the topic in full and submit with their proposal both 

requested funding and the total eligible costs  
• Applicants’ resource requirements for the proposed activity should be detailed with due 

justifications and explanations (see Part B.I. - Work Package Effort) 
• The applicant’s total eligible costs of their proposal will be considered for the evaluation of the 

Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources 
Regarding the Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources, the following aspects should 
be taken into consideration: 
• The Adequacy & Efficiency of the allocation of resources should be based on the total eligible 

costs of the proposal  
• No ceiling shall apply 
• The proposal should contain due justification of any exceedance of the “Gross budget”, which 

should be estimated as follows: 
o For RIAs: 

‒ Merit of the proposal with regard to resource requirements stated for the 
technical content, in light of topic 

‒ Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/100 * the indicative funding set 
for the topic as “Gross Budget” 

o For IAs: 
‒ Merit of the proposal with regard to resource requirements stated for the 

technical content, in light of topic 
The Total Eligible Cost should be compared to the 100/70 * the indicative funding set for the topic 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/about.html
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# Question / Answer 

as “Gross Budget”. 
Please also refer to the material provided at Info Day dedicated to this Call, available on the Clean 
Sky website.  

10 One of the novelties in H2020 regards the Guarantee Fund: 5% of the maximum grant amount is 
retained from CS2JU grant value in order to better protect the action from financial risks 
associated to the implementation of the action. This is a new “instrument” in Clean Sky 2. Will 
this 5% be released? 

According to H2020 rule and the model Grant Agreement (Article 21.2), an amount corresponding 
to 5% of the maximum grant amount (Article 5.1) is retained by the CS2JU from the pre-financing 
payment and transferred into the ‘Guarantee Fund’. According to Article 21.4 of the model Grant 
Agreement, the 5% will be released at the moment of the payment of the balance. 

11 Regarding the eligibility for applying in the Call, can mono-beneficiaries apply?  

Yes. The Calls for Proposals launched by the CS2JU are covered by a derogation from the H2020 
rules for participation with regard to the eligibility and minimum conditions for participations. The 
following entities are eligible to apply (see CS2JU Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, 
award and review procedures of Calls for Proposals): 
 One single legal entity (SME, large industry, RO, Academia etc.) or  
 Consortia of legal entities  
 Clusters (applying as single legal entity – if with a valid PIC - or via the linked third parties 

option) 

12 Eligibility - Third country participation: what about Ukraine and Canada? 

Ukraine is an Associated country according to the H2020. Therefore, entities established in Ukraine 
are eligible in terms of participation and EU funding. 
 
Canada has a status of Third Country (not a Members State of the EU, neither a country associated 
to H2020). Third Countries’ participation is subject to H2020 rules. Legal entities established in a 
third country may apply to participate in an action, however the CS2JU funding may be awarded 
only when one of the following condition apply: 
 the CS2JU funding is evaluated as “essential” for the action or 
 a bilateral agreement between the EU and the third country exists. Note: such an agreement 

may constitute a basis only if it envisages specifically the funding of the third country entities 
under the calls launched by the CS2JU.  

 The funding of legal entities established in specific third country is directly envisaged in the 
CS2JU Work Plan – (Note: the CS2JU Work Plan under which this call is published does not 
envisage funding to third countries). 

13 How do I declare or define third parties in my application? 

Third parties must be identified in the Part B of the Application/Proposal Template. For the 
definition of third parties please refer to Articles 11 to 14 of the model Grant Agreement. 

14 A company would like to submit the proposal in partnership with an existing Clean Sky 2 leader 
(or an affiliate of it). Would you please confirm it is possible to respond to this call in partnership 
with the leader? 

Yes. However, in accordance to the special admissibility conditions of the CS2JU Work Plan, 
Leaders and/or their Affiliates are not eligible to apply to the topic launched inside the 
complementary framework under the same IADP/ITD/TA in whatever role (beneficiary or linked 
third party under Article 14 of the Grant Agreement for Members).  

15 Are the costs concerning Intellectual Property Rights, publishing and consultancies eligible?  
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# Question / Answer 

Yes. For further information on the rules on costs eligibility, please refer to Article 6 of the model 
Grant Agreement and to the H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement. 

16 Our partner is a small company which cannot afford financing the remaining part of unfunded 
costs (i.e.the remaining 30% of the budget). Is it acceptable if we (large company) finance his 
unfunded part of the budget? 

In order to comply with the non-profit rule and with the co-funding principle established in the EU 
Financial Regulation, every partner shall cover the costs of the action which are not reimbursed 
under the applicable funding rate. The financial contribution required to cover the costs of the 
action not reimbursed by the CS2JU is the responsibility of the applicants. The partners shall 
comply with the eligibility rules set out in Article 6 of the CS2JU model grant agreement for 
Partners. 

17 A company with less than 30 employees and sales volume & balance sheet less than 10 MEuro 
per year, is owned 50% by a large company. Is this company SME by EC criteria? 

The status of the SME is based on the outcome of the applicant’s self-assessment performed via 
the Participant Portal’s questionnaire. For more information please refer to the definition of SMEs 
under H2020 : http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition/  

18 Regarding synergies with ESIF, could we propose activities as a synergy with ESIF in the absence 
of MoU in the pipeline between CS2JU and the Region?  

Yes, complementary activities may be proposed also in the absence on an existing MoU between 
the CSJU and the competent Region or Member State. The CS2JU advises to identify in advance, if 
such information is available, the possible ESIF funding scheme/call which could support the 
complementary activity proposed within the application under the optional Part C "ESIF WP". The 
CS2JU advises also to inform the competent Region/Member States and ESIF Managing Authority 
of the possibility offered by the CS2JU to cooperate on synergies and which could facilitate a 
framework for cooperation. 
Please refer to the guidance note on how to submit the Part C ESIF WPs in the application, which 
was published as part of the Call for Proposal package. 

19 
 

Regarding interdependencies between CS2JU and ESIF, what happens when one Work Package is 
financed by CS2JU and the other Work Package by ESIF, but the 1st Work Package failed to be 
funded or vice versa? 

The CS2JU will not evaluate and make any statement on synergies potential on proposals other 
than those top-ranked and pre-selected for CS2JU funding [subject to successful grant 
implementation]. 
With regards to the applicants’ proposals against the topic, these must include all actions 
necessary to fully comply with the topic inside the “core proposal” [Parts A and B]. Any proposed 
complementary activity described in the Part C ESIF WPs must not be essential or critical to the 
fulfilment of the topic requirements and may only concern further expansion / broadening / 
deepening of the R&I actions beyond the core scope of the published topic. Therefore, no 
interdependency shall exist which may hamper the fulfilment of the topic activities that will be 
funded by the CS2JU.  

20 
 

Regarding the Financial Viability Check (FVC), what is the basis on which this check is performed? 

The FVC is based on the last audited balance sheet of the Coordinator of the proposal. Please 
consult the H2020 rules and guidance under: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-
lev_en.pdf  

21 Through the guidance materials published on the participant portal, we understood that we 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/sme-definition/
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/lev/h2020-guide-lev_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

 could decide either to join the existing Consortium Agreement (CA) of the ITD/IADP where we 
wish to be involved or to proceed with an Implementation Agreement only with the Topic 
Manager. How do we decide what direction to take? And if we decide to join an existing CA of 
the ITD/IADP, do we still need an internal CA? Could you please clarify? 

Yes, in any multi-beneficiary grant agreement for partners (GAP), the internal consortium 
agreement is needed in accordance with Article 41.3. 
The option of either acceding to the ITD/IADP Consortium Agreement or to sign a bilateral 
Implementation Agreement (Article 41.4 of the GAP) depends on the specific topic and will be 
agreed with the Topic Manager. The Call text documents available on the Participant Portal 
provide this information and in case of doubts or updates, the Topic Manager will clarify these 
aspects with the selected applicants at the start of the Grant Preparation Phase.  

22 
 

Regarding the transfer of ownership to an affiliated entity, is it possible in the case of an 
affiliated entity located outside Europe?  

In line with the CS2JU Work Plan, Article 30.3 ‘’JU right to object to transfers of exclusive licencing’’ 
(Option) of the model Grant Agreement for Partners applies to the actions funded by the CS2JU. 
This article sets the right of the CS2JU to object to a transfer of results to a third party established 
outside the EU Member States or Countries associated to H2020 and requires a prior notification 
to the Funding Authority for approval. The CS2JU will assess the case in terms of impact on the 
European competitiveness.  
Applicants are requested to read carefully Article 30.3 of the Grant Agreement. 

23 Could you please clarify whether there is a maximum budget per project for the Clean Sky calls 
for proposals? 

There is no maximum budget per project. Please also refer to above Question no.8. 

24 The Call topic description includes a section named “Special skills, Capabilities, Certification 
expected from the Applicant(s)”. Are these skills considered by the evaluators as an eligibility 
criterion? Could any entity or consortium succeed even if one of the expected skills is not 
proven? 
Although the specific requirements established in the topics description are not part of the 
eligibility criteria, they will be taken into consideration by evaluators during the evaluation of the 
proposal and the award phase. More information about the scoring of proposals is available in the 
General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and supplemented by the CS2JU Work 
Plan . 

25 If some activities of the call (e.g. laboratory tests; mechanical pieces or specimen manufacturing; 
cable assemblies, electronics boards) are subcontracted / bought like a service from a third party 
not member of the consortium applying to the Call topic, does this element need to be specified 
in the proposal e.g. citing the name of the company to which the specific service will be 
subcontracted? 

Recourse to subcontracting is possible, however it must be limited and duly justified. Moreover, 
according to art 13 of the Grant Agreement for Partners (GAP),  the applicant may not subcontract 

any activity identified as a core research activity in the topic description. Finally, 
subcontracting between beneficiaries of the same grant agreement is not allowed. 
Where activities are eligible for subcontracting, applicants must detail these activities and related 
costs in the proposal.  To this purpose, Part B.I includes a section dedicated to subcontracting 
(content, duration and estimated budget). When already known, the name of the subcontractor 
should be mentioned.. For further information, rules on subcontracting and distinction versus 
other direct costs (e.g. service) Article 10 of the GAP, please refer to the H2020 Annotated Grant 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
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# Question / Answer 

Agreement. 

26 How can we prevent that our Intellectual Property Rights disclosed in the proposal end up being 
used by competitors? 
§4.1.2 of the “Rules for submission, evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of Calls 
for Proposals” specifies that the independent evaluators must not have a relation with the 
applicant or a topic manager. However, the same document does not prevent evaluators with a 
relation with the competitors of the applicant to evaluate the proposals. A proposal contains 
valuable industrial and commercial information and we would like to prevent this to be seen by 
any potential competitor, even under Non-Disclosure Agreement. 

The CS2JU has established and implemented a number of mitigation measures to ensure the 
confidentiality of the proposals. The CS2JU Rules for submission, evaluation, selection and review 
procedures of calls for proposals specify that the evaluation of the proposals is performed 
exclusively by independent experts. 
In accordance with such rules and established practice in FP7 and H2020, the independent experts 
are selected from the H2020 experts database and are appointed by the CS2JU on the basis of the 
H2020 experts model contract. This contract includes specific rules on conflicts of interest, 
confidentiality regime and lays down a code of conduct to be respected. Under such rules, the 
independent experts are bound to declare any potential conflict of interest they may have in 
relation to the proposals and any entity participating in the proposal and to maintain the strict 
confidentiality of the proposals and of any other information to which they had access during all 
the stages of the evaluation process. This confidentiality regime applies also after the end of the 
evaluation process. 

27 How do I get a PIC number? 

We invite applicants to refer to the EC Participant Portal – section “How to participate”- where  all 
necessary information on how to register to receive a Participant Identification Code (PIC) can be 
found:  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-
guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/registration-of-
organisation_en.htm#sme  

28 What  part of the direct personnel cost is to be taken into account for calculating the eligible 
cost? 
The personnel cost consists of many segments, including taxes, commuting compensation and 
remunerations in the form of meal checks, company car, stock options, etc. Additionally these 
segments are different from one country to another (e.g. taxes). What should we take into 
account? 

As mentioned in art. 6.2 (A) of the model Grant Agreement for partners – “Direct Personnel costs”: 
“A.1 Personnel costs are eligible, if they are related to personnel working for the beneficiary under 
an employment contract (or equivalent appointing act) and assigned to the action (‘costs for 
employees (or equivalent)’). 
They must be limited to salaries (including during parental leave), social security contributions, 
taxes and other costs included in the remuneration, if they arise from national law or the 
employment contract (or equivalent appointing act).  
Beneficiaries that are non-profit legal entities may also declare as personnel costs additional 
remuneration for personnel assigned to the action (including payments on the basis of 
supplementary contracts regardless of their nature), if:  

a) it is part of the beneficiary’s usual remuneration practices and is paid in a consistent 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/registration-of-organisation_en.htm#sme
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/registration-of-organisation_en.htm#sme
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/registration-of-organisation_en.htm#sme
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# Question / Answer 

manner whenever the same kind of work or expertise is required; 
b) the criteria used to calculate the supplementary payments are objective and generally 

applied by the beneficiary, regardless of the source of funding used.“ 
For more details on the distinction between basic, complement and additional remuneration and 
for further information on direct personnel costs please refer to the Annotated Model Grant 
Agreement: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-
amga_en.pdf 

29 Does a weak financial capacity of one partner within the consortium influence the chances for 
success of a proposal if the coordinator demonstrates sufficient financial capacity, the 
contribution of the weak partner is relatively small and there is a derisking plan defined in  case 
the partner has to withdraw? 
Startups will score weak on the financial self-check and may have negative financial figures for 
several years. Nevertheless, they may deliver nice innovations from which the aeronautics 
industry may take benefit. The business created within the aeronautics market and the spill over 
into other markets will help the startup to grow out of its red figures faster. As an applicant it is 
hard to judge whether supporting such startups would be appreciated by the CS2JU as a way of 
increasing European competitiveness through innovation or as containing too much risk. 

The CS2JU will perform the financial viability check for the Coordinator of the consortium only and 
if the requested CS2JU contribution for the action is >= 500.000 €.  
In other cases (i.e. for entities that are not coordinators or for coordinators where the requested 
EU funding is below the threshold), the financial viability will be checked only if there are justified 
grounds for it.   
It is the responsibility of the consortium to analyse its strategy in terms of participation and 
capabilities brought to the proposal by other entities and to provide the CS2JU with the right level 
of information in order to correctly evaluate the proposal. 
For further information, please refer to the H2020 Guide on beneficiary registration, validation and 
financial viability check (pp. 12-14) : 
 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-
funding/register-an-organisation/financial-capacity-check_en.htm 

30 Can applicant(s) envisage the involvement of a Clean Sky member as subcontractor for part of 
the activities if the organisation is the most experience in the field? Are there any limitations to 
do so? What has to be regarded additionally? 

Please refer to above question no.25 (subcontracting).  

31 If more than one constellation with different partners, subcontractors and work shares is 
feasible, can applicant(s) prepare and submit several proposals against the same topic? 

Please refer to the applicable rules as set out in the General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work 
Programme supplemented by the CS2JU Work Plan and in the Clean Sky 2 Rules for submission, 
evaluation, selection, award and review procedures of calls for proposals (documents available on 
the H2020 Participant Portal).  
For further information on subcontracting versus other direct costs (e.g. service), please refer to 
the above question no.25. 

32 We would like to know if it is possible for two different legal entities of a same group to submit a 
separate proposal for the  same topic. 

Yes, it is possible that two different legal entities from the same company/group each submit a 
(separate) proposal for the same topic. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/financial-capacity-check_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/applying-for-funding/register-an-organisation/financial-capacity-check_en.htm
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In the case of participation of these entities in the same proposal to carry out the action, the 
applicants should take into account the CS2JU model grant agreement for partners.  It is advised to 
refer to question no 2 and to check carefully the eligibility and admissibility conditions as described 
in the General Annexes to the Horizon 2020 Work Programme and CS2JU Work Plan available via 
the H2020 Participant Portal.  

33 Regarding the Open access & Data management, is there any specific guidance with draft and 
examples/templates? 

Yes, there is a guidance on Open access & Data management provided for all H2020 projects at the 
following  link: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-
cutting-issues/open-access-dissemination_en.htm    
CS2JU will provide a tailored made template at the kick-off meeting (after completion of the Call 
Evaluation Phase) to the selected winning proposals invited to start the grant preparation phase. 
This template complements the available H2020 guidance and provides useful links for the 
preparation of the Data management Plan.  

34 Is there an implementation agreement applicable for the thematic topics? 

No. However, the CS2JU will provide a “non-binding template for confidentiality and Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement” to the selected partners at the grant preparation phase to ease any 
possible “collaboration” with a member or other industrial partner in terms of exploitation of 
results.  
The use of this agreement will depend on the proposal and the possible involvement of a member 
(e.g. users group, advisory group). 

35 We are organising a proposal. One of the objectives of the topic is to perform an experimental 
test campaign in a facility that matches all the technical requirements specified in the topic 
description. We have identified a facility but we discovered that it is a Clean Sky 2 Core Partner, 
so that it cannot participate as a consortium partner. Furthermore, this facility seems to be the 
only one that meets the technical requirements, hence subcontracting seems mandatory. We 
would like to proceed in this direction through a call for tenders. Regarding the subcontracting 
and the call for tenders our doubts arise from Clean Sky 2 Q&A #25 which states that 
subcontracting must be moderate. 
In our case subcontracting would represents more than 75% of the indicative budget. So we are 
wondering if: 

1) is it admissible to have such a big subcontracting (we do not see any other possibilities to 

participate); 

2) the costs for launching and explicating call for tenders are eligible; 

3) the call for tenders can be limited only to European facilities. 

In accordance with the additional admissibility conditions applicable to the topics launched within 
complementary framework of one of the ITD/IADP, the Core Partners and their affiliates may apply 
to Calls for Proposals only in another IADP/ITD where they are not involved as member. 
Due to this reason, the CS2JU is advising the applicant to verify at first, whether the identified Core 
Partner is implementing technical action in the same IADP/ITD under which the topic has been 
launched. 

If the identified Core Partner is not a beneficiary of this IADP/ITD’s grant agreement for members, 
the applicant should reconsider the legal entity to become a partner in its proposal taking into 
account the high threshold of the proposed subcontracting. 

In case the applicant intends to use subcontractors, it must comply with the provisions of 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-dissemination_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-dissemination_en.htm
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Article 13 of the CS2 grant agreement for partners and in particular: 

• Subcontractors should be selected on the basis of best value for money or on the 

lowest price principle  without any conflict of interests; 

• Only limited parts of the action may be subcontracted; 

• Beneficiary remains responsible for the tasks carried out by subcontractors. 

With regard to the eligibility of costs related to organisation and launching the call for tenders to 
find a subcontractor, we would like to remind applicants that in accordance with the H2020 rules, 
only costs incurred during the action duration are eligible for funding.  
By ‘’the action duration’’ the applicant shall understand the period running from the action 
starting date to the end date of the action defined in Article 3 of the CS2 grant agreement for 
partner(s). 

Finally, any subcontracting to a subcontractor located in one of the third countries must be duly 
justified providing evidence that the required  expertise was not available on the European 
market. 

36 We are preparing a proposal of about 5-6 partners to one of the topics of the Clean Sky program, 
CFP08.  
Within the consortium, we have a partner specialised in European project management and 
innovation management. They will support the management of the project during the 5 years of 
the project.  
We were wondering if they can participate in this way to the project without having technical 
tasks, like in Horizon 2020 projects. 

In accordance with Article 41.2 (b) of CS2, multi-beneficiary grant agreement for partners the 
coordinator may not delegate or subcontract its tasks listed in this Article to any other beneficiary 
or third party including linked third parties. 

Having in the consortium another beneficiary who performs part of the coordinator’s tasks 
mentioned in Article 41.2 (b)  is not compliant with the provisions of the grant agreement. 

Perhaps, the consortium should consider change of the initial coordinator in case this legal entity is 
not able to meet all the coordinator’s obligations imposed by the grant agreement. 

37 In the topic descriptions reference to a Work Package is included. However, no reference or 
information to this Work Package is found in the Joint Technical Programme, nor in the 
applicable Work Plan. Could you please confirm if there is a typo in the Work Package reference 
or if information about this Work Package reference can be found somewhere else? 

References in the topics do not necessarily reappear in the Work Plan as this info is too detailed 
for the Work Plan. But where appropriate and necessary the work breakdown structure is provided 
in the technical presentations at the info days and on our website. 
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B. TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 

I. Large Passenger Aircraft IADP 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-47 “High Performance Electrical Components for Bleed Control” 

1 Does an architecture with Inlet Guide Vanes actuated via pressurized air and servo actuation 
relevant? This architecture is also a new architecture for APU and will permit cost, weight, 
reliability and temperature performances without need of additional cooling.  
In this condition, does contributor still need to demonstrate ability in electronics and digital 
control? 

Yes, an electrical drive of the actuators is required because only electrical power is available and 
the electrification is required to ease the maintenance. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-48 “Advanced Pitch Control Mechanism TRL4 Demonstration” 

1 The advanced rotating PCM in the focus of this CfP is a hydraulic solution? It is considered the 
possibility of developing an electromechanical PCM actuator? 

Eventhough advanced rotating PCM in the focus of this CfP baseline technology is a hydraulic 
solution; an electromechanical PCM actuator can be proposed. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-50 “Development and manufacturing of innovative tooling for 

composite parts” 

1 1. We understand that have to be manufactured both small “Trial Tools” and finale 5 m Tool, 
and that RTM manufacturing trials of leading edge parts have to be done while the 5 m 
complete leading edge composite structure is not requested; final deliverable is the 5 m 
tooling delivery. Can you confirm this? 

2. Regarding the ALM technology for the trailing edge is not clear if the call asks only that the 
applicant defines the most suitable ALM process or if a trailing edge part shall be 
manufactured in ALM technology and delivered. Can you please clarify if a trailing edge in 
ALM technology is a deliverable for this project? If yes, can you please provide for general 
dimension of the trailing edge?  

3. In the required skill, there is a reference to ALM knowledge and development but is not 
specified whether this is a Mandatory (M) requirement of Appreciated (A) requirement, can 
you please clarify? 

1. Yes, we confirm. As  per written in the topic, 2  toolings (600 mm tooling for manufacturing 
trials and process definition & 5 meters tooling for final part)  are to be delivered by the 
applicant, and not the actual leading edge structure. 

2. For the final 5 meters demonstrator a trailing edge has to be manufactured and assembled to 
the part. ALM technology is identified as a promising technique for non-highly loaded parts to 
be manufactured in a single piece. The applicant will develop a process based on materials 
selected by the applicant (material selection to be documented) and will deliver the trailing 
edge manufactured with the proposed ALM technology. The part is 5 meters length, with a 
section of 1500 mm x 300 mm and should be made in “one shot” i.e. no rivets, or assembly 
between smaller parts. 

3. Mandatory (M) 
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Question / Answer 

2 Is it possible to have a more precise definition of the 5m part to produce (number of ribs, joints, 
metallic parts,…) 
Current definition page 35 is just a rough concept but its real expected architecture will drive 
the complexity and cost of the preforming and said “final” toolings. 

A more detailed definition is not yet available ; the structure is currently being designed by the 
Core Partners. 
It can be considered that the state of the art is a multi-rib structure, with ribs measuring 300/400 
mm. 

3 1) Is the trailing edge designed and shall be made of a metal material or some kind of 
(reinforced) polymer? 

2) if metal then which is the present material choice? 

3) Is the trailing edge supposed to be 5m in full length or in partial segments of 1m? 

4) If 5m and metal part: Do you expect wire-based additive manufacturing as being the process 
of choice? 

5) Which complexity has the trailing edge? Simple cross-section extruded along a straight line 
or curve, or is it also twisted and bended and hence the complexity much higher (5axis 
milling operation)? 

1) The trailing edge will be designed by AERNNOVA using a concurrent engineering approach. 
The material selection is expected to be proposed and documented by the applicant, it will be 
confirmed during the conceptual phase.  

2) See previous answer 

3) The trailing edge should be manufactured in 5 Meters in order to avoid assembly operations 
and the weight of rivets and splices. 

4) This process could be a possibility. 

5) The design of the trailing edge is still to be defined but it will probably have a double 
curvature. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-51 “Design and manufacture of a large wing model equipped 

with active and passive HLFC technologies” 

1 1) Ref: Sect. 2 -"scope of work". It is clearly stated that the "suction panel" for both active and 
passive system devices will be provided by TL". It is also declared that "inner part (of the 
model) will be dedicated to Attachment Line Transition (ALT) control using both passive 
Anti Contamination Device (ACD) and active wall suction". QUESTIONS: Q1 - Will the ACD 
Device (or suction panel, as showed in fig 6) be provided by TL?  

2) Ref: Sect. 2 -"scope of work". Q2 - It could be possible to know the expected dimensions of 
the inserts to be dedicated to remotely adjust the geometry of the "surface defects"? Q3 - 
What is the expected positioning accuracy of the remotely adjusted inserts? 

3) Ref: Sect. 2 -"scope of work" - TASK 2. It is stated that "The Applicant(s) will be responsible 
for the complete 3D design of the model, with the exception of all suction panels and the 
suction system used for the inner and middle part". Q4 - Please confirm that also suction 
panels used for the outer part (dedicated to passive HLFC part, see fig.6) will be provided by 
TL (see also question at point 1)). 

4) Ref: Sect. 2 -"scope of work"- TASK 2.  It is stated that "The model will be compliant with 
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the wind-tunnel interface given as inputs by the Topic Leader at the beginning of the 
project". It is not explained if the half wing model will be weighted (i.e. installed on  a wall 
external balance). Also, no fuselage dummy fairing, or needs for "labirinth like" device (to 
ensure that the boundary layer on the wing surface was not contaminated by air blowing 
from the plenum to the tunnel tests section, and vice versa) are mentioned. Q5 - Please 
clarify if the model have to be weighted or not. Q6 - Please confirm that fuselage dummy 
fairing or "labirinth like" interfaces are not required.  

5) Ref: Sect. 2 -"scope of work" - TASK 7. Q7 - Please confirm that the required assistance 
during WTT phase shall cover all test campaign duration and not only the Model installation 
phase. 

1) Q1 - The design of the ACD (geometry, spanwise and chordwise positions in the Leading Edge 

area) will be provided by the Topic Leader (TL) at the start of the project. However, its 

manufacturing as well as its integration to the necessary interchangeable leading edge part 

would have to be performed by the Applicant(s). The perforated panel will also be provided 

by TL but its adaptation to the former interchangeable leading edge part has to be done by 

the Applicant(s). 

2) Q2 & Q3 - The surface defects to evaluate surface tolerances w.r.t. HLFC are not fully frozen 

yet, but information will be provided by the TL to the Applicant(s) at the start of the project,. 

Two main kinds of surface imperfections are likely to be investigated: the two-dimensional 

defects (like gaps for example) and the three-dimensional ones (like holes or humps for 

example). Typical dimensions for the 2D defects are about 15cm in the spanwise direction 

and a few millimeters in the streamwise direction. Ideally, the depth will be remotely 

adjustable up to 1mm +/- 5µm by using an innovative solution. Several 2D defects should be 

tested at the same time and could be mounted side by side in the spanwise direction just 

between the suction panel and the IR zone on the middle part of the model (dedicated to 

active HLFC investigations). Typical dimensions for the 3D defects are a few millimeters 

(diameter for example) and with an adjustable depth/height up to 0.5mm +/- 5µm by using 

the same kind of innovative solution as for 2D defects. A few 3D defects will also be 

investigated. The maximum total spanwise length used for the surface imperfection 

investigations is about 1m. 

3) Q4 - The Applicant(s) are responsible of the whole model design as well as the integration of 

the perforated suction panels (either along the leading edge or in the external parts of the 

wing), the ACD device and the passive suction device which will be provided by the TL. Some 

“minor” engineering work will be of course needed to fulfil such integration to the complete 

3D design of wing model. Therefore, suction pump as well systems items linked to active 

suction are provided too by TL. 

4) Q5 - The 3D wing model will be installed on the existing wind tunnel wall balance to allow 

variations of the angle of attack, but the TL confirms that the model will not be weighted. 

Aerodynamic efficiency of suction will be for instance evaluated through several 

complementary measurements: infra-red, pressure taps and wake surveys. 
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Q6 - No dummy fuselage / no fairing would be considered as well as there are no needs for 

“labyrinth-like device”. However, a wing fence will be used instead of the ACD insert as a 

back-up solution to ensure than the attachment line along the wing leading edge will not be 

contaminated by the turbulent boundary-layer developing along the test-section floor. 

5) Q7 - The Applicant(s) will participate to the installation of the 3D wing model into the ONERA 

S1MA test section in cooperation with the ONERA S1MA team, and also provide assistance at 

the start of the testing campaign. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-LPA-01-52 “Thermo-mechanical design validation of compact heat 

exchanger by thermal cycling life prediction” 

1 1) In the call text (page 48) it has been mentioned that applicant should perform 
characterization of metallic sheets. Our question is what sort of metallic sheet materials 
need to be characterised (i.e., Nickle- based superalloys, Titanium, steel…)? 

2) In the section “Scope of work” (page 47), the last row shows the extended duration of the 
Task 4 (up to 48 months). Since the project has been planned for the duration of 36 months, 
can you confirm that the Task 4 (in the table) would be carried out by the “Topic Manager” 
and applicant’s formal engagement in the project is limited to 36 months (as stated in page 
49)?      

3) In page 49, it has been stated that the applicant should propose some damage 
measurement methodology and apply it to pre-cooler coupons. It is not clear for us how 
extensive and detailed the internal damage detection and measurement should be?   

4) In the call text, it has been stated that either a probabilistic, reduction or meta-model 
techniques can be used for response surface construction. Is there a specific preference for 
any of the above-mentioned methods or would any of these techniques be adequate for the 
response surface calculation?   

5) In has been stated in the call text that there is need for a test facility of pre-cooler coupons 
with two flow streams. One of them should be able to provide temperatures in the range of 
-40° to 200°C, the other should provide a temperature range from 250° to 600°C. To design 
the experiments, two maximum mass flows and pressures to reach both flow streams need 
to be defined. Since the size of test coupons and required mass flows are the most 
challenging ingredients of testing framework, could you please provide us with more 
technical data on the extend of these tests prerequisites?   

6) Please give indications on the required temperature time gradients (upwards and 
downwards) on both the cold and hot path for the accelerated tests. (in which time 
intervals should the change from -40°->200°->-40° and 250°->600°->250° be realised?)  

7) Please indicate if ANSYS tools (ANSYS Fluent, Multiphysics, and Mechanical) also coming 
with an established solid-fluid-thermal coupling routine can be used as a possible 
alternative software platform for the numerical part of the project. 

1) Nickel based super alloy (Ni-201 and Inco600 and Inco625) and Stainless-steel AISI444. 

2) Your understanding is correct.  

3) It is one of the objectives of the project to find the best damage detection method 

4) The different techniques shall be applied and complement each other 

5) The values given are indicative. The applicant shall propose tests that will validate the 
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behaviour of the heat exchanger in operative conditions (that will be detailed to the applicant 
at the beginning of the project under a non-disclosure agreement), hence the definition of the 
parameters for these tests shall be defined by the applicant as part of the project based on 
the results of the modelization to be performed in the first step of the project. 

6) 5°C/s up to 100°C/s for temperature increase rate. The values given are indicative and will be 
detailed at the beginning of the project under a non-disclosure agreement. 

7) Regarding the deliverables of models (D1 and D2), it is important that they could be used by 
the TM. If it is not possible, the Applicant would have to ensure the model transposition 
towards the requested software platform. The Altair Platform might also be envisaged for 
such a case. 

2 1) In the topic description it is mention that the following capability is required: “In-house CFD 
& Finite Elements tools: Star-CCM+ (Simcenter CFD) for the aerothermal CFD simulation, NX 
Thermal for thermal analysis and NX Nastran for thermomechanical Finite Element 
Analysis”. The use of these software programs are mandatory or suggested? Would it be 
possible the use of a different one, that it is proven to fulfill the requirements to carry out 
the simulations? How this possibility would be evaluated?    

2) In the topic description it is mentioned that the following capability is required: “Testing 
facilities to test precooler coupons (temperature range: -40°C to 200°C on cold path and 
250°C to 600°C on hot path, flow range: 0.5 kg/s, pressure: 0-5bars)”. The temperature 
range for each path is specified. However the pressure and flow rate for the cold and hot 
streams seem ambiguous.  

a. On one side, it is mentioned a flow range, while a value of 0.5kg/s is given.  We would 
like to confirm that the flow rate is equal for both inlet paths (hot and cold) and that it 
has a value of 0.5kg/s. 

b. On the other side, the pressure range from 0 to 5 bars is given. It will be helpful to 
confirm whether the pressure range is valid and the same for both streams. This is a bit 
confusing because the streams are taken from different compressor stages, and thus 
different pressures at each entrance are expected. 

1) Regarding the deliverables of models (D1 and D2), it is important that they could be used by 
the TM. If it is not possible, the Applicant would have to ensure the model transposition 
towards the requested software platform. The Altair Platform might also be envisaged for 
such a case. 

2)  
a. The value given is indicative and applicable to both sides. More detailed values will be 

provided by the TM at the beginning of the project under a non-disclosure agreement. 

b. Cold flow comes from the fan air and hot flow from the bleed system. Yes pressures are 
different on each flow. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-53 “Compact Matrix Air Oil Heat Exchanger” 

1 It is mentioned that functional performance tests will be conducted by the Partner (tasks 4 
and 6).  
Does it mean that the Partner have to own facilities for rig testing ? Or does it mean that these 
functional tests will be conducted on the Topic Leader facilities ? 

The expectation is the Partner will have access to internal or independant facilities. They will also 
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be expected to manage any rig testing required to demonstrate the Heat Exchanger capability. 

2 1) What is the ballpark of the MAOHE dimensions? 

2) In order to propose a well aligned computational and experimental work plan, we would 
kindly ask to provide the operational conditions of the MAOHE (flow, temperature, and 
pressure in air and oil streams), and its restrictions (i.e. pressure drop levels for both 
streams). We understand that these conditions are also representative of the "relevant 
environment" conditions asked to fulfill TRL6 validation. 

3) Could you please clarify the perimeter of the off-design conditions that should be covered 
by the predictive model? 

 A full validation campaign is envisaged in Task 6, but without clarifying the extent of those 
tests. The EUROCAE ED-14G test knowledge is asked, but no specific compliance/tests is 
indicated. Could we have a more detailed description of the required tests, in order to dedicate 

the adequate resources in the proposal? 

 1) MAOHE core volume is approximately 0.009m³. 

2) Detailed design conditions will be shared following agreement with the selected Partner. 

3) Operating Oil Temperature -40°C to 200°C. Air Temperature -54°C to 80°C. Surrounding Air 
Temperature 220°C max transient. Maximum Oil Pressure 45bar. 

4) Appropriate validation evidence will be required to demonstrate TRL6 including 
manufacturing capabilities analysis for an aerospace engine application. This is expected to 
be a combination of bench testing, simularity and analytical evidence.     

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-01-54 “Development of Measurement Techniques for Visualisation 

and Evaluation of Reverse Flow Interactions with Fan”.  

1 1. Does this programme require to investigate the following items? 

a. Effect of the deceleration of the incoming flow, 

b. Unsteady flow field associated with the deployment of TRU, 

c. Fluid-structure interaction, 

d. Interaction of TRU plume with the ground, 

e. Optimisation of the TRU shape based on the flow measurements. 

f. Also, please clarify the type, series and size of aero engine that should be used to 
design TRU cascade-type rig models. Will they be specified by the Topic Manager? 

 1) – 

a) The wind tunnel model does not have to feature a fan system but the suction effect of 
the intake should be representative. 

b) Only static conditions shall be measured. The wind tunnel model does not need to have 
an actuation system for remote controlled TRU deployment. 

c) No fluid-structure interaction shall be investigated. The wind tunnel model shall be 
designed to be “stiff” against aero loads. 

d) The TRU plume interaction with the ground shall be part of the investigations. 

e) No optimization of TRU shape is required based on flow measurements. Initial 
configuration (full scale) will be provided by topic management. Downsizing to model 
size is subject to the provider of the wind tunnel experiment.   
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f) These investigations are subject of Ultra-High-Bypass Ratio Engines and the initial TRU 
configuration will be provided by the topic management. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-02-25 “Micro mechanical characteristics of a PEKK Co-

consolidation / welded joint for use in thermoplastic fuselages”.  

1 In WP 1.1: 

1) Should the applicants manufacture the C-PEKK plates by co-consolidation or should they 
design and machine the C-PEKK specimens for aging/healing? 

2) Is the IR degradation mandatory or other types of radiations can be considered for the 
degradation of C-PEKK?  

3) For example a degradation from exposure to Xeon lights (300 - 400 Nm) inside a purpose 
made environmental chamber. 

Is it possible to additionally consider "friction stir welding technique" or other welding 
techniques to investigate alongside with one or more of the ones listed, or are only the 
listed ones considered? 

1) The production processes as indicated in WP1.2 will also need to be used for C/PEKK plate 
manufacturing. These are: press formed parts, autoclave consolidated parts, continuously 
formed parts. Also joints between plates formed using different manufacturing processes 
need to be investigated. So for instance an autoclave consolidated skin, welded to a press 
formed stringer. 

2) The particular degradation due to IR needs to be realistic for aeronautical applications. In an 
aim to develop a robust manufacturing (zero-defects) the influence of environmental aspects 
prior to welding 

3) The welding techniques listed are in order of importance, the first two (conduction and 
induction) are mandatory whereas the last two (resistance and ultrasonic) are desirable. 
Additional welding techniques do not need to be considered in the comparison. 

2 In WP 1 and 2 - Will the coupons (degraded and non-degraded) and component specimens be 
supplied by the topic leader or should they be manufactured / welded by the applicant? 

 In the proposal, the applicant needs to assume that all specimens will be manufactured by the 
applicant. The only welding process performed by the topic leader will be conduction welding. 

3 Regarding the WP1 

1) In WP1.1. the text is refereed to healing as the molecules diffuse across a damaged region, 
above their melting temperature. Are you referring to have a C-PEKK with the capability of 
self-healing? Or do you consider “healing” as the effect that can occur during melting 
processes that could “fill” or “repair” some voids/defects on the surface? 

2) In relation with the different welding techniques you mentioned conductive welding. Is 
there any preference from your side about the selected conductive welding as laser? IR? 
Hot plate? 

3) In WP1.2, in relation with the manufacturing methods to be investigated, continuously 
formed parts is mentioned. Do you have any preference on this method like pultrusion or 
AFP? 

4) Could you specify more about the aging conditions to test the durability of C-PEKK parts? 
How many types of cycles/test conditions do you consider will be defined? 
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5) Regarding the aging effects, it is necessary to study the durability of the base materials or 
parent materials apart from the joint one? 

Regarding the WP3 

6) It is mentioned that the specific environmental conditions will be defined with the Topic 
Leader. But, could them be defined in some detail in advance? Could some references, 
standards or cycle be provided to have an orientative idea about these tests? 

7) In relation of the Ratchetting of PEKK compounds: Hygrothermal cycles to be confirmed, 
so, what are the levels? Residual stress from process, need to b measured?  

Regarding the scope of the topic 

8) In the scope the following conditions are considered: 3 surface conditions, 4 welding 
techniques, 3 manufacturing processes, Environmental conditions (to be defined), 
Mechanical tests: tensile pull-off, SLJ, ESC and creep (tension, shear and bending). So, could 
you give an orientative number of specimens to be manufacture and testing in each WP? 
All conditions/techniques will be inter-combinated? 

9) The topic referred to all research is performed on small to medium sized coupons: What 
size is a medium and small coupon? 

1) Healing in this context does not refer to self healing. For this call topic healing should be 
regarded in the context of: ”Polymer healing, referring to the intermolecular diffusion across 
the interfaces of thermoplastic tape layer during the melting process”. 

2) Conduction welding will be performed by the topic leader and is based on a hot plate 
process. 

3) The particular example in this case are the thermoplastic stringers which can be made using a 
continuous pultrusion like process. Please bear in mind that the fibre orientations would also 
include +/- 45 degree layers. 

4) The number of cycles will be determined in consultation with the topic leader as part of the 
activity. As a reference, the applicant should refer to typical cycle times for aircraft fuselages. 
This would be in the order of 50000 flight cycles. 

5) It is necessary to study durability aspects of the typical corner area (figure 2-B) of a part and 
also of the combination of a welded frame clip onto a fuselage skin (figure 2-A). Other 
configurations may be considered in consultation with the topic leader. 

6) Unfortunately at this stage, it is not possible to provide more details on the specific 
environmental conditions and loading conditions. The applicant is expected to be familiar 
with this sort of tests in an aerospace context. 

7) Similar to answer 6. 

8) Part of the scope of work is the development of a test plan and test matrix. Based on the 
applicants experience in testing for aerospace applications at sufficient rigor, the applicant 
should be capable of making estimates for the volume of test specimen. 

9) Figure 2 provides an example of medium sized test specimen and figure 3 is close to a small 
specimen. The applicant is expected to be familiar with this sort of joints in an aerospace 
context. 

Associated to the last two questions is the special skills required: demonstrated experience in 
management, coordination and development of testing (Aeronautical) programs, including 
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relevant ASTM requirements. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-LPA-03-15 “Pilot monitoring in service data collection” 

1 1) Its state monitoring pilot project, how will Honeywell connect with the airlines and the 
company selected for this study ?  

2) Where are these companies based ? 

3) Does the Topic Manager support the recruitment of aircraft pilots to evaluate the operation 
of in-flight monitoring? 

1) Honeywell is the Topic Manager responsible for managing the technical activities of the 
project. It consists of requirement definition and validation of the provided results. Topic 
Manager will connect and communicate with selected applicant as agreed and defined in 
Project Management Plan, which shall be provided as one of the initial project deliverables.  

The Topic Manager will: 
• monitor progress of the project and report to Clean Sky 2 
• provide the framework for data collection and data management 
• ensure the requirements / plan / milestones / tasks are set and fully understood and 

accepted 
• ensure the deliverables met the agreed metrics 
• review the output from the project  
• provide support during all project phases 

2) The Topic manager (Honeywell) is in Czech Republic. No other companies are involved.  
3) It is the responsibility of the applicant to provide aircraft and pilots. 

2 1) In order to evaluate the parts that shall be modified in the cockpit, and elaborate the 
installation effort, could you please provide more information on the overall PSM system, 
components, dimensions and possible connections/parts? 

2) How does the PSM system transfer pilot data, does it have internal data storage system? 

3) How is the PSM system powered?  

4) Task 3, when deliverables and milestones are considered, how important is it to implement 
the PSM system on a simulator? Does task-3  include installation onto real A/C as well, or 
simulator only? On the milestones table, do M1-2 mention the implementation onto A/C 
only? 

5) Task 4-5, collected data refer to the data collected from A/C or simulator? 

6) Could a Level-D flight simulator be considered as the test-bed/focus of this Project instead 
of an A/C? If not, is it possible to clearly define tasks and deliverables for the candidate that 
would focus on “testing & implementations on simulators” part of this Project? 

1) PSM system consists of set of non-intrusive sensors (does not obstruct pilot’s view and 
movement). Primarily, it consists of a vision system (set of cameras) and wearable 
electronics. Cameras will be used to monitor pilot’s face to extract behavioral features 
relevant to the cognitive state detection. Sensors will send data to the temporary storage the 
device that collects the received data, validates them, ensures data integrity and manages 
upload into persistent external storage.  

The sensors will be linked to data HUB via USB, BT, WiFi.               

2) Yes, PSM system does provide temporary storage for the situations of no/limited 
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connectivity. When a connectivity is available and PSM system is connected, it sends the 
collected data to larger external storage.  

3) HW (temporary storage, vision system) shall be powered by a/c power supply. Wearable 
components will have their own battery. 

4) The system installation to real A/C needs to be tested in the simulator environment to 
eliminate possible installation issues and performance limitations of the PSM system 
components. Vibrations, effect of turbulence, exposure to inertial forces and other factors 
may influence the operation of the system as shall be discovered before starting data 
collection in real environment. 

The task-3 covers installation onto both simulator and A/C. 

Milestone D2 is related to successful installation in the cockpit. The simulator installation is 
not considered as an external milestone.             

5) The collected data mentioned in tasks 4 and 5 refers to data collection from the A/C in 
service. Simulator is used to validate the system readiness for the installation in the cockpit. 

6) The goal of this project is to collect data from real environment in real conditions. Mix of 
short-haul and long-haul (at least 8 hour flights) is preferred. As part of the validation the 
feedback collection from pilots about issues they observed, how they perceive the 
intrusiveness of the system, what benefits they see in using the system will be collected. 
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II. Regional Aircraft IADP 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-REG-01-17 "Full scale innovative pressure bulkheads for Regional 

Aircraft Fuselage barrel on-ground demonstrators" 

1 1) Which material and/or process are defining to manufacture the final 4 bulkheads? Or it is 
directly linked to the results of the two previous trials? 

2) Which metal alloy has been chosen to manufacture the bulkhead fittings parts? 

3) Which thermal treatment is requested to bulkhead fittings on delivery status? 

4) In order to manufacture the fitting parts, It is possible to start with raw material and then, 
trimming and drilling to get the parts or will be mandatory starts with a forging part? It will 
be admitted start with a cool bend plate and after all, trimming and drilling? 

5) Which are the dimensions approx and the numbers of elemental metallic parts? 

6) Do it exist a preliminary design that could be received?  

7) Which are the delivery final conditions of the metallic parts in terms of anodizing and/or 
coatings?  

1) Each Fuselage Demonstrator will be assembled with 2 different Pressure Bulkheads in terms of 
material and process independently from Trials/Pre Production Manufacturing (PPM) results. 
So, the 4 Pressure Bulkheads will be manufactured 2 by 2 with different materials/processes: 

 2 Bulkheads AFT in IMS/977-2 prepreg material with Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) 
process; 

 2 Bulkheads FWD in non-crimp fabric (BNCF-24KIMS-(0)-196-600 - Solvay) dry preforms with 
toughened epoxy resin system with Out of Autoclave (OOA) liquid resin infusion process 
(alternative solution of  automated dry fiber placement process with slit tape TX1100 dry 
carbon fibers can be considered). 

As reported in the Call, Stringers for all 4 Pressure Bulkheads can be manufactured in IMS/977-
2 prepreg and assembled on skin by cobonding, secondary bonding or fastening processes. 
Alternatively solutions like co-curing or co-infusion processes for skin/stringer integration can 
be proposed if adequate level of feasibility is provided and recurring cost saving is envisaged. 

2) Bulkhead fittings will be manufactured in Aluminum alloy Al 7475 or, if needed, in Titanium 
alloy Ti-6Al-4V. 

3) Thermal treatment requested to bulkhead fittings will depend on material: T651 for Al 7475 or 
Annealed for Ti-6Al-4V. 

4) Fitting parts will be manufactured by plates machining. 

5) Approximate dimensions and numbers of metallic parts for 4 bulkheads are the following: 
175x70x1450 mm biggest bulkhead fitting (total 6x4 = 24); 145x30x30 mm end stringers (total 
59x4 = 236); 205x115x15 mm splices (total 6x4 = 24). 

6) Preliminary Design exists: it will be shared at kick-off meeting. 

7) Delivery final conditions of parts will be the following: Anodizing + Primer for parts in Al 
Alloy;  Sand Blasting + Primer for parts in Titanium alloy. The need of a top coat will be 
evaluated at the start of the project. 

2 About the geometry of the bulkheads, both bulkheads (aft and fwd) have the same geometry? If 
the answer is no, what geometry differences they have between them? 
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The geometry of the 2 bulkheads (aft and fwd) is the same. At this time we could foresee some 
small changes only on dimensions/radius of holes for final assembly. Thus no changes between aft 
and fwd (prepreg and LRI respectively) potentially impacting fabrication process. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-REG-02-05 “High fidelity power effects aerodynamics at High Reynolds 

conditions in Regional turboprop configuration” 

1 The Scope of Work indicates that the item covers power effects on the control surfaces 
aerodynamics, yet this is not referred to in subsequent sections, not least in the Example Test 
Program. Are control surface deflections part of the study and, if so, which ones (e.g. spoiler, 
aileron) and over what range of deflection angles? 
Although the final results of the investigation in terms of the developed CFD methodology will also 
be applied in the future to the prediction of power effects on the control surfaces, for this call, 
and due to budgetary constraints, the scope of the work is limited to indirect power effects on the 
wing and on the flaps. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-REG-03-01 “Laminar Flow robustness and Load control effectiveness 

evaluation for a Regional Turboprop wing” 

1 We are organising a proposal concerning this topic and we would like to have the confirmation 
that the company that design and manufacture the model is responsible to deliver the model to 
the wind tunnel and it is responsible to provide support during the installation and of any issues 
arising from this operation (possible non compliance issue with the WT). 
The winner of JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-REG-03-01 has not to manufacture the model since the model 
will be realized in an already assigned previous call for proposal. 
The model manufacturer will be responsible to deliver the model to the wind tunnel and provide 
support during the installation and therefore these activities will not be in charge of JTI-CS2-2018-
CFP08-REG-03-01. 
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III. Fast Rotorcraft IADP 

Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-18 "Adoption of a “Digital Transformation” approach to 

improve NGCTR design and simulation" 

1 - Technological constraints: it seems that a choice on the development platform (i.e. HADOOP 
ecosystem) is set in the call. On the other hand, the call refer to types of analyses that are 
not typically carry out on that platform (e.g. Deep learning). Should we take HADOOP as a 
taken choice? Could more technological Hardware architecture be considered (e.g. GPU 
enhanced servers) 

- WP2 refer to “synthetizing models from flight data”. This is a general statement and would 
lead to many different types of solutions depending on the goal. Some possibilities below: 

- Building a simulator or a digital twin of the aircraft  

- Being able to forecast short term behavior of the aircraft in real time 

Please give us more details on the goals of WP2 and in particular AI.4 

- As far as I understood, due to data security issues, you are not willing to bring the flight data 
out of your headquarter. This make it harder to effectively and efficiently work on data. 

- What data is this constraint applied to? 

- Do you consider it impossible to be able to work remotely on the big data 
platform? (i.e. without copying the data outside) 

As an additional consideration I believe that addressing security issues while defining the 
big data architecture would be a plus considering that the platform could host in the future 
flight data that would be ingested and exploited from remote (e.g. in a Flight Operation 
Quality Assurance application on a customer fleet). 

1) Hadoop is suggested both for continuity and because it is designed to be deployed on low-cost 
hardware (if compared to the available disk space). 
The Topic Leader is open to considering alternative solutions as long as they are based on 
commodity hardware technologies for storing large amounts of data and mainly based on 
open source software applications. 
Alternative technologies must be accurately described. 
Nothing prevents the use of GPUs. 

2) The original idea was to focus on training neural networks (or models developed on similar 
technologies) based on known input-output relations (i.e. on data collected during flights).  
Possible applications of such models (but not the only ones) could be: 
• run them to assess the quality of the data just collected by the prototype at the end of a 

flight.  
• run these models in real time to predict the behavior of the aircraft during flight. 

This is clearly point b. 
Anyhow, on the long term period, we would be interested to investigate the point a, where 
numerical modeling can be blended with data-analysis. 

3)  
a) The only data delivered outside the Topic Leader premises are the dummy data provided in 

WP1. 
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The constraint applies to all the real data managed from WP2 onwards. 

b) The possibility of a remote access will be granted (VDI with strong authentication), but the 
constraint to have people stable on Topic Leader premises (minimum 3 days a week) is for 
building an integrated team with our highly skilled resources. 

2 1) During WP1 a laboratory environment will be implemented within the Applicant site. At the 
beginning of WP2 the laboratory will be relocated within the Topic Leader Site (Leonardo 
Helicopters). Even if the laboratory is relocated, the Applicant is still the owner by law. How 
the property of the laboratory will be transferred from the Applicant to the Topic Leader? 
For instance, how the hardware property will be transferred (with a specific contract, a 
invoice etc.)?  

2) Apart from the replication of data inherited by the distributed file system, should the 
BigData platform provide a back-up system for the data lake? For example, for input data 
should we consider the "Time Series Archive" and "THM SDM Vault" (Fig. 1) a reliable and 
permanent source of input data in case of recovery? For output data, does Leonardo 
provide a backup system to store them outside of the platform? 

3) During WP1 there will be the ingestion of Leonardo helicopters time series. Will be the data 
available on physical media or a proper network connection will be established? 

4) Whenever possible, we will prefer FOSS (free and open source software) to avoid vendor 
lock-in and to guarantee the openness of the platform to future evolutions.  Is it a suitable 
choice for Leonardo? 

1) Being the Applicant the owner by law, a possible redeem of the infrastructure from the Topic 
Leader will be formalized within the Implementation Agreement between the Topic Leader 
and the Applicant. 

2) All the original data are backed up on their source repositories so a backup system is not 
required for them.  

A backup is required for: 

• notebooks and in general all the developed algorithms/codes 

• ELT (Extract, Load & Transform) procedures. 

3) On physical media 

4) FOSS is indeed the Topic Leader preferred choice. To accept commercial solutions, strong 
justifications of the added value for the success of the initiative must be provided  

3 1) Can you suggest a methodology that will enable the applicant to do the development work 
during WP2 and WP3 in parallel both by the teams staying at the topic leader premises and 
the teams staying back at the applicant premises, as it would be somehow unrealistic to 
move the entire development crew to the topic leader site? 

2) Please elaborate regarding the difference in the characteristics of databases that will be 
available for the applicant in the different work package, WP1 Vs. WP2 Vs. WP3. 

3) Please explain the difference in expectations concerning the tasks of Development 
algorithms and model in WP2 Vs. WP3 

4) From the topic description it could be understood that the topic leader will deliver the 
database for WP3 and that the  applicant should start working on WP3 somewhere after T + 
50 months. 
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Please clarify if the plan of the topic leader is indeed to start working on WP3 from around T 
+50 months and on. 

5) Please comment if the topic leader could be open to an expedited project time table of 48 
months instead of 60 months.  

This would not cut off the funding, but expedite the deliverables 

6) Requested deliverables of Documentation and Training are both scattered among the 
deliverables listed for the development work packages:  D1C, D2E, D3F  and also within the 
training WP4: D4A, D4D. Please explain if the same deliverables are addressed to in the said 
sections, otherwise please explain the differences in order to avoid double funding requests 

 1)    The possibility of a remote access will be granted (VDI with strong authentication), but the 
constraint to have people -not the whole crew- stable on Topic Leader premises (minimum 3 
days a week) is for building an integrated team with our highly skilled resources. 

2)    Topic JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-18 has the aim to improve flight data analysis thanks to: 

 A computational infrastructure to boost the execution of consolidated analyses. 

 New algorithms to increase analyses accuracy: 

 detecting unexpected correlations 

 synthetizing models from flight data  

According to the above objective, 4 WPs have been envisaged:  

 WP1 refers to the implementation of the computational infrastructure; for WP1 
dummy data are provided to be used both for a setup of the infrastructure and for the 
development of the main features to be delivered for data processing and 
visualization. 

 WP2 is the longest work package and refers to the development of various innovative 
algorithms; 

For WP2 Flight data related to another Tiltrotor  developed by the Topic Leader will be 
used locally, on the Topic Leader premises, to implement statistical and AI algorithms; 
Data are both time series and additional  auxiliary information (Aircraft configuration, 
daily reports, weather, ...) required to contextualize tests 

 WP3: First flight of NGCTR TD is planned on June 2023. WP3 must be considered as a 
fine tuning of what implemented in WP2, to proper work with NGCTR TD data (time 
series and auxiliary information). 

Finally, WP4 is the training and dissemination Work Package. 

3)     As mentioned above, WP3 is basically aimed to fully finalize WP2 results, performing a fine 
tuning for NGCTR TD data. 

4)    WP3 can only start near to the NGCTR first flight, planned for June 2023. 
Considering that the production of NGCTR TD data starts in the phase of preparation to flight, 
from T+50 months and on is correct. 

5)     A reduction to 48 months doesn’t allow supporting the ingestion of NGCTR TD data and the 
fine tuning of the algorithms on those data, so it’s not acceptable. The data analysis, in 
support to test campaign, shall cover the T0+50 up to T0+60 mandatorily, considering T0+50 
the starting date of the flight preparation. However, if the post-processing and the analysis 
will require, for unexpected reasons, more time and the activity needs to be extended 
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beyond T0+60 (so beyond the eligible period for costs) the Implementation Agreement 
between the Topic Leader and the Applicant will establish the corresponding economics (not 
eligible for Clean Sky funds). 

6)    Within WP4, the D4A item refers to the formal delivery and publishing on the e-learning 
platform  of the whole documental set prepared along the WPs. 
The documental set is mainly composed by: 

 Description of the appliance IT technologies (big data ecosystem) in terms of capabilities, 

adopted configuration, process flows; 

 Theoretical  & User manual of implemented algorithms and queries 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-19 "Certification by Simulation for Rotorcraft Flight Aspects 

(CSRFA)" 

1 In task 2 (159), there is sentence: 
The hardware and a time-unlimited license of the software bought/developed to meet the aim 
of this task shall remain property of LH. 
Is this consistent with the rules of participation of partners in Grant agreements? 
The rules of the CS2JU model grant agreement for Partners will apply including those laid down in 
Article 26 on the ownership by the beneficiary that generates the results. A regime of access rights 
of background and results to the topic manager is laid down in Article 25.5 Option 3 and Article 
31.6 Option 1a of the CS2JU model grant agreement for Partners. Based on that, the above 
sentence shall be read and interpreted as in compliance with these rules. 

In addition to the above, specific bilateral arrangements for the implementation of the work 
between the beneficiary/ies of the grant agreement and the topic manager should be laid down in 
an “Implementation Agreement” based on the “Model Implementation Agreement” published by 
the CS2JU with the call.   

2 1) Can you clarify the role of EASA are representative of Certification authorities? EASA is not 
Topic Leader as Leonardo Helicopters, and it is not clear if it has to be part of the consortium 
that will present the a proposal or will be invited to join the program by the Topic Leader? 

2) In this second case, who will cover the expenses associated with the participation of EASA? 

The applicant should assume the involvement of EASA in a supporting / advisory role in the 
project; a direct participation of EASA as partner in a consortium is not to be considered. 

The level of involvement of EASA and the description of the proposed activities and related 
estimated costs should be duly described by the applicant in the proposal.  

The participation of EASA in the proposal and the related costs expenditures (based on a quote of 
its costs) may be envisaged as “third party providing in-kind contributions against payment” as 
laid down in Article 11 of the CS2JU model grant agreement for Partners (see also the guidance on 
Article 11 under the H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement link).  

Alternative ways to support EASA costs expenditures related to their activities on this topic may 
be also considered during the grant preparation phase with the CS2JU in case of selection of the 
proposal.  

An estimation of the expected effort and costs of EASA in the topic should be obtained by directly 
contacting EASA after the publication of the call and as part of the preparation of the proposal to 
answer the topic. Contact with EASA should be made via the functional mail box 
research@easa.europa.eu.  

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
mailto:research@easa.europa.eu
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Information can also be found on EASA website https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-
you/safety-management/research. 

 1) Can you please clarify the technical scope of the foreseen CSRFA topics: i.e. rotorcraft 
including tiltrotors are included, how about aft-rotored helicopters, or multi rotor (coaxial 
or tandem) helicopters? We assume two types of rotorcraft are in scope, conventional 
helicopter and tiltrotor. Can you confirm? 

2) Can you please clarify the validation criteria for the “validated simulation model”? We 
assume only past flight data will be utilized to validate the models. This would bring the 
question of the available data of the respective aircraft (geometry, mass, aerodynamic 
properties, sensor specs, calibrations, etc.)? How would the case of “a flight test does not 
meet the data accuracy requirements for a certain improvement in the model” be dealt 
with? Each fidelity improvement may possibly necessitate special measurements: flow 
field, forces/moments, pressure taps, etc.  

3) If possible, can you add the “flight test parameter list” for the past flights? Are there 
specially configured flights for aerodynamic measurements (rotor inflows, tailrotor inflows, 
fuselage, empennage pressure taps, torque-force-moment load measurements, etc.)? 

4) Task-2 describes “a set of metrics”. However, defining a set of metrics might not be 
practical in many cases. Therefore, the assessment with the Certification Authority might 
result in “methodologies” and “qualifications” rather than “metrics” to accept a certain 
feature of a simulation model. Certification authority, possibly, would like to dictate 
aircraft level metrics and not metrics related to sub-model fidelities. Aircraft level metrics 
would require non-aerodynamic systems to be modelled. How would these cases be dealt 
with? 

5) The scope could change considerably/vitally according to the results of Task-1. In order to 
evaluate the required resources, Task-2 and Task-3 should be allowed to be limited to a 
sub-selection of certification topics of Task-1. So, can we propose partially, including our 
assumptions? 

6) Can you clarify whether any commercial or R&D software can be used for engineering 
simulations beforehand (off-line) to generate databases in order to be utilized by the real-
time model? 

7) The call description references LH-simulation facility. Can you add a technical description of 
what is already included or the list of real hardware/software inside the simulator? So that, 
the scope of the “model to be improved” can be better understood? Can you also clarify 
whether any autopilot, flight sensors (navigation, air data, etc), FCS elements, 
manufacturing tolerances and aeroelastic models are in the scope of the “model”? 

8) Please clarify how manufacturing tolerances and sensor errors (position, calibration, etc.) 
will be handled as their effects in the models can be quite important. 

9) Task-2, Inputs from Topic Leader: Can you detail the “Requirements for implementation”? 
We assume that it includes ICD’s, relevant architecture and infrastructure information, and 
all other technical data and information that could be required to add or modify flight 
dynamics models (or sub models). 

10) Working on two different aircraft (conventional helicopter and tilt-rotor) would almost 
double the efforts put into the whole project. The effectiveness and efficiency of the 
project can be increased if the whole project cycle could be accomplished with the 

https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/safety-management/research
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/safety-management/research
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Certification Authority in a simpler scenario (the conventional helicopter) first. Can we 
propose such a schedule change, while keeping the total scope same (i.e. both helicopter 
and tiltrotor cases will still be worked on, but one after the other)? 

 1) The research activity will focus on helicopters and tilt-rotors. Other rotorcraft configurations 
are outside the scope of the project. 

2) Design data of the rotorcraft under study (geometry, mass, aerodynamic properties, sensor 
specs, calibrations, etc.) and past flight test data will be made available to the Applicant for 
on-site usage under non-disclosure agreement. Subsets of flight data will include angle of 
attack and sideslip measurements as well as forces and moments at relevant structural 
locations (e.g. rotors mast and tail-planes). Special measurement such as flow field velocities 
and surface pressures will not be available. If accessible to the Applicant, wind tunnel data 
collected during previous European research projects on helicopters and tilt-rotors 
aeromechanics behavior, can be used to validate and improve physics-based modeling 
solutions prior to application to the rotorcraft objects of this study. Requirements for 
additional instrumentation and data collection techniques to improve physics based 
mathematical modeling can be an additional output of the project. 

3) In general, the parameters available from past flight test are: flight and vertical speed, 
accelerometer measurements, cockpit controls, body attitudes and angular rates and engine 
power along with flight condition (outside air temperature and pressure altitude) and 
configuration (mass and center of gravity location). Subsets of flight data will include angle of 
attack and sideslip measurements as well as forces and moments at relevant structural 
locations (e.g. rotors mast and tail-planes) and flight control system contribution to the 
rotorcraft’s controls. Rotors inflow and surface pressure measurements are not available. 

4) The metrics needed to quantify model fidelity are envisaged to be at rotorcraft level (i.e. flight 
mechanics behavior) and not at sub-model level even if sub-model fidelity will affect global 
model quality. An example of the approach is given by CS-FSTDH (Certification Specifications 
for Helicopter Flight Simulation Training Devices). The metrics are just a part of the model 
development methodology, others being for example input data quality requirements and 
sub-model fidelity modeling requirements. If affecting the flight mechanics behavior of the 
rotorcraft, also non-aerodynamic systems such as actuators, sensors, flight control system, 
engine shall be modeled along with aerodynamics systems such as rotor, fuselage and tail 
planes. 

5) Task 1 shall focus on the flight paragraphs of the certification basis. With reference for 
example to CS-29, the envisaged applicable paragraphs are: 29.141-General, 29.143-
Controllability and Manoeuvrability, 29.171-Stability: General, 29.173-Static Longitudinal 
Stability, 29.175-Demonstration of Static Longitudinal Stability, 29.177-Static Directional 
Stability, 29.181-Dynamic stability: Category A rotorcraft, 29.672 Stability augmentation, 
automatic, and power-operated systems. App B IV-Static Longitudinal Stability, App B V-Static 
Lateral Directional Stability, App B VI-Dynamic Stability, App B VII-Stability Augmentation 
System. Corresponding paragraphs shall be analyzed for the tilt-rotor certification basis. 

6) The usage of non-real time software to generate databases to be implemented in a real-time 
model is an acceptable solution to overcome limitations of current real-time physics based 
modeling techniques. 

7) The current simulator does include three projectors, a screen and a complete helicopter cabin 
with control loadings and all the required simulation software. The envisaged improvements 
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as far as the hardware is concerned are: 

• initial: 

a) upgrade of visual hardware (new screen and additional projectors) to improve visual 
cues; 

b) refurbishment of current helicopter cabin to: enhance fidelity of  controls (by improving 
the kinematic links between control loadings and pilot controls and making the cockpit 
base lighter); remove the interference with visual; add wheels and appropriate cable 
connectors to allow interchangeability of cabins;  

• final: implementation of the tilt-rotor cabin and the improvements to the simulator cueing 
systems (e.g. motion cues, aural cues) resulting from the research activity.  

As for the software, the modelling improvements shall be easily implementable in LH 
simulation tools through the activation of modelling options already available or the addition 
of appropriate components/modules without whole change of the current simulation 
software or simulation set-up. 

Flight sensors and FCS elements are in the scope of the model and will be provided by the 
Topic Leader. Improvements of the aeroelastic modeling are in the scope of the project as 
long as they are needed to improve the simulation of the flight mechanics characteristics. 

8) Position and transfer function of sensors will be made available by the Topic Leader. 

9) The Requirements for implementation will include relevant architecture and infrastructure 
details  and all other technical data and information that will be required to add or modify 
flight dynamics models (or sub models). 

10) The proposed modification to the schedule (helicopters first and then tiltrotors) is acceptable 
as long as it is shown that it improves the effectiveness and efficiency of the project. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-20 “Design, development and flight qualification of a 

supercritical composite shaft drive line for tiltrotor main drive system” 

1 Could you send us more information about: 

1) Length of the shaft 

2) Value of misalignement between both side, if existing 

3) Maximum power to transmit with the associated turn rate 

4) Weight target 

5) Output solicitation, axial load ? 

1) Total length = 10400 [mm]. The number of shafts used to cover the above-mentioned total 
length is a design degree of freedom to be agreed during pre-design phase considering also 
the boundary constrains given by the wing structure and the maintainability requirements of 
the items.  

2) Misalignments: only preliminary data are currently available; as rough order of magnitude, 
the pre-design of the coupling has to be performed, forming the hypothesis to have a 
maximum angular misalignment in operative condition equal to 1,65 [deg]. 

3) Fatigue power: power = 1200 [Hp] +/- 240 [Hp]; under this condition infinite life shall be 
assessed with appropriate safety factor applied. 
Design static power = 1900 [Hp]. 
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Shaft rotational speed at 102% RPM = 6283, 4 [RPM]. 

4) Weight target = 50 [Kg] (shafts, dampers, couplings and supports). 

5) Axial Load: only preliminary data are currently available; as rough order of magnitude, the 
pre-design of the coupling has to be performed, forming the hypothesis to have a maximum 
axial misalignment in operative condition equal to 0,5 [mm]. 

2 1) Which EASA-CS (Certification Specifications) are applicable? 

2) Who will be the Certifying Organisation? CAA in Great Britain? 

3) Who will act as DO and PO if the applicants or part of the applicants do not hold such a 
certification (like e.g. a participating university or research organization)? 

4) Is it expected that – for a supercritical shaft – the active bearings are simulated on the test 
stand? 
(Probably this is necessary as otherwise it might be impossible to cross the critical shaft 
speed) 

5) How is the test stand evaluated as suitable for the qualification/certification runs? 

6) Why is a very dedicated CATIA v5 version specified (CATIA v5 R22) – are all other CATIA 
releases not allowed? 

7) Last page (p. 168) – Note: “Detailed Quality Assurance Requirements for Supplier as well as 
Intellectual Property management will be provided and detailed to the selected Partner(s), 
following the signature of dedicated NDA (or equivalent commitment), during the partner 
agreement phase”.  

This note causes expenses for the applicants. How can this be calculated in the application 
when the requirements are provided after the application? 

1) The flightworthy shaft will be flight tested on the NextGenCTR Technology Demonstrator and 
as the consequence the component will be not a subject for EASA certification but instead for 
the “flight clearance” resulting from a Permit to Fly (Task 3). The experimental flight approval 
will be provided by Leonardo Helicopter. The winning consortium is requested to support the 
leader with dedicated analysis and tests. Nevertheless the system should be designed, 
developed, manufactured, tested and “in-flight” evaluated in accordance with the actual 
regulation (ref. CS 29). 

2) N/A 

3) Leonardo will act as DO and will cover the production surveillance as PO. 

4) The test stand should be representative of the actual operating conditions. 

5) In accordance with Quality System as per ISO 9001 or similar. 

6) The mentioned CATIA v5 release is the one currently used by Leonardo for this project. All the 
exchanged model from/to Leonardo shall be managable by that software. 

7) The winning consortium will get an exact set of requirements for the purpose of the proposal 
alignment as it has been described in the question above. The winning consortium will 
commence implementation of this “Innovation Action (IA)” only after successful 
accomplishing of alignment phase (here called – partner agreement). It implies, the proposal 
should foresee a substantiated expenses for the scope of work foreseen by the applicant for 
the research project. Independently from Grant Agreement (GA) the consortium should 
conclude an Implementation Agreement with Leonardo Helicopters. However, that 
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agreement should not be in contradiction to EU guidance and GA. Intellectual Property rules 
described in the Implementation Agreement should not deviate from described standard. 

3 In our opinion, the budget does not suffice for the required scope of work. Is there a possibility 
to reduce the scope of work or increase the funding? 

The indicative topic funding value provided in the Call is an estimate. In case the proposal is 
requesting a higher funding than the “indicative one”, the proposer should ensure that their 
resource and budget estimations are duly justified and explained and they should be able to 
clearly explain any material difference when compared to the indicative topic value, see also 
questions #8 and #9 in the administrative part. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-22 “Engine exhaust wake flow regulator for Tilt Rotor” 

1 "The Partner shall guarantee consumable availability and technical support for the entire 
NGCTR flight test activity following the flight qualification milestone completion".  
This milestone is at the end of the project. So, this means that support must be given even after 
project conclusion: have the applicants to take this into account and already reserve some topic 
budget for this or is it funded with different means? 
Any expenditure after Clean Sky 2 timeframe cannot be charged as part of this Call because the 
cost incurred after the end of the project will be ineligible. 
It is expected that any HW spare in addition to the anticipated worskscope but still deemed 
necessary for unpredicted TD activities/events following Clean Sky 2 timeframe will be subject to 
dedicated discussion with Leornado Helicopters in a fair relationship, with the anticipated 
commitment of the Partner to ensure continuity of the relevant supply chain, including 
obsolescence management. 
It is expected as well that any engineering and/or general field support to all aircraft Airworthiness 
related matters including, but not limited to, special instruction procedure definition and 
management, discussion with competent Authority, support to aircraft Technical Publication, 
etc..., will be fully supported by the Partner as long as the Technology Demonstrator, equipped 
with Partner Technology, will be used in flight operations, regardless of Clean Sky 2 timeframe. 
The Call reflects this expectation. However, for such a case any financial aspects shall be 
addressed without Clean Sky 2 funding. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-FRC-01-23 “Experimental characterization and optimization of the RH 

and LH Engine intakes configuration of the next generation Tilt Rotor” 

1 1) In order to understand the space that may be available to route instrumentation through 
the model, please would you provide details of the full scale wing chord and section 
thickness at or close to the nacelle junction? 

2) Please would you provide details of the full scale AIP diameter? 

1) The full scale wing is rectangular and not twisted, with a constant airfoil distribution having a 
thickness ratio (maximum thickness/chord) of 21%. The wing chord at full scale is 1900 mm. 

2) Due to the particular engine/drive shaft installation the full scale AIP area is an anular area 
having an External Diameter = 334 mm and an Internal Diameter=180 mm. 

2 The test conditions will cover the convenient speeds...". Could it be possible to have a more 
specific wind tunnel speed requirement? 

 The Applicant shall mandatory guarantee a sustained free stream wind tunnel speed of 50 m/sec, 
this because the majority of the testing conditions will be conducted up to this speed i.e: from 
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0 m/sec (pure hover mode) up to 50 m/sec (conversion and low speed advance ratio). Moreover, 
a couple of test points at a given selected higher speed (145 m/sec in cruise condition) should be 
nice to have by experiments but the Applicant can, alternatively, cover this cruise condition also 
by CFD. The Applicant, instead, is mandatory requested to achieve the internal engine mass flow 
rates (the suction flow obtained by the usual external pump needed to simulate the engine 
suction), in agreement with the scaling rules, in order to guarantee the flow compressibility 
behaviour within the internal ducts. 

3 1) Is the bypass duct a passive flow-through duct or needs the mass flow to be controlled. If 
the mass-flow through the bypass duct needs to be controlled, will the Topic manager 
provide the mass-flow settings to be used, both for the engine and for the bypass? 

2) Is there a connection to be considered between the work in FRC-01-23 and FRC-01-21? E.g. 
inlet barrier filter is being developed in FRC-01-21, whereas nothing about it is said in FRC-
01-023. If so, what relation between two projects (or constraint) needs to be taken care of 
in the work of FRC-01-23?  

3) Are the inlet position (the front side of the inlet) and the shape and cross section area of 
that front-side inlet fixed and only the shape of the intake ducts between some distance 
from front intake side up to the engine Air Intake Plane part of the optimization process? 

Note, from artist impression pictures of NGCTR we assume it is a scoop type inlet with scoop 
at outboard side of the nacelle and not at the bottom side of the nacelle, as used for the 
ERICA configuration.  

4) Is the front entry side of the intake cross sectional area the minimum (throat) area of the 
intake duct? 

5) In Task 1 applicant should give indications about surface finishing characteristics effects. 
What type of surface finishing is meant: surface roughness or steps and gaps at intake part 
interfaces? 

1) The bypass mass flow is controlled: the Topic Manager will supply the values for both engine 
and bypass. 

2) The inlet barrier filter of FRC-01-21 will be designed, manufactured and installed to the basic 
inlet configuration (the same basic configuration of this topic FRC-01-23). The link among the 
activities of these two Topics will be guaranteed and managed by the Topic Manager through 
dedicated workshops, meetings and progress reviews, as necessary, involving the selected 
Applicants of both FRC-01-21 and FRC-01-23. 

3) The optimization task shall be addressed in order to guarantee the maximum performance of 
the intake on the basis of the architectural constrains (e.g.: clearance with respect to rotor 
blades, overall frontal area, etc…): so in principle there is a certain amount of freedom that 
can be pursued for the components to be optimized (internal ducts or external), but the 
Applicant shall take into account the constraints that will be provided as input of Task 2.  

The engine intake is not a side scoop. 

4) No. The internal duct area variation is constrained by the peculiar engine/drive shaft 
installation, so the minimum area is in the internal duct.  

5) Surface roughness. The aim is to give to Topic Manager useful information to evaluate 
benefits and/performance degradation caused by different finishing (simulated by CFD only) 
in comparison of associated envisaged production costs (Please note: the production costs 
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evaluation is not part of this Topic and it shall not be provided by the Applicant). 

4 In the topic description, it is written: 

"The rotor effects shall be included by means of a modellisation of the blade motion (pitch, lag 
and flapping)".  

Could it be possible to know if the blade motion parameters (pitch, flap, lag) will be prescribed 
by the Topic Leader or should be computed for a trimmed rotor? 

The Applicant is not required to trim the rotor (neither within the CFD itself nor using an outside 
performance code). The Topic Manager will provide the rotor blade rigid motion suitable to match 
the nominal Thrust and Torque (Thrust and Torque as given by the IADP too). The blade motion 
will be delivered as azimuthal variation of blade pitch, lag and flap. It’s not uncommon that, in 
some cases, the CFD tool is not able to match the nominal Thrust and Torque at imposed blade 
motion: in these cases appropriate adjustments in collective angle only are fully adequate. This 
approach shall be used to manage the proposal contents. 

In case of unexpected severe discrepancies among nominal and CFD calculated Thrust and Torque 
(affecting the local inflow at the engine inlet) the Applicant is requested to soon advice the Topic 
Manager in order to plan adequate recovery actions. 
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-01-37 “Composite mould tool based on 3D printing” 

1 1. In the proposal, it is mentioned that the tool will be used for large composite structures like 
control surface of wing (Flaperon) – Will the Flaperon be made in a single piece using the tool 
or the tool will be used to manufacture a part of the flaperon and assembled later 

2. Will the flaperon have complex internal geometries apart from provisions for metallic inserts? 
– We would like to know about the typical cross section of the part that will be produced by 
this tool 

1. Our intention is to produce the Flaperon as a single piece in order to reduce the work in the 
assembly. 

2. There will be an internal structure of e.g. spars. Please note that the design is not yet finalized 
so the number of spars is not available. 

Flaperon image below 

 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-01-39 “In-Seat Ventilation & Supply for Personalized Comfort 

Control on Board an Aircraft” 

1 1. Is there a set solution for the seat ventilation/air conditioning to be used (e.g. pneumatic) or 
can we look at electrical (e.g. similar to car industry)? 

2. If we are using pneumatic solution, are we re-using the existing aircraft pneumatic system or 
are we introducing a new pneumatic system? 

3. What is the expected reliability of the system or the Mean Time Between Failures 
expectation? 

4. Does the mock-up seat has secondary structure units (arm table, baggage bar)? 
5. Is there any limitation about weight for mock up seats? 
6. Does the mock up seat have to have recline mechanism? 
7. After designing of the mock up seat, the production should be 3D print or any production 

method is also okay (injection, machining and so on)? 
8. What kind of test will be applied to mock up seat (cushion test, any functionality test, or just 

only ventilation, air quality and control group tests)? 
9. How many mock up seats has to be produced and submitted to the Topic Manager to apply 

qualification tests? 
10. Does the front of seat backrest has any ventilation system or any units to use rear seat 

passengers?  
11. Does the Topic Manager waits special cushion (seat-backrest) design for climatization (heating 
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element). Any dress covers are preferred by Topic Manager (textile dress cover or leather 
dress cover)? 

1. Both solutions should be checked, electrical solution is also okay. 

2. The answer of this question should be figured out in the project. We could connect the seats to 
the normal aircon, but for the first step it might be also possible to use integrated fans 

3. The MTBF should be in line with the seat values and comparable systems integrated into a seat 
(IFE, signs, etc) 

4. The seat should be as representative as possible 

5. There will be an overall weight limit as usual for all seats, but this project aims to make the 
technology feasible in a first step. The solution should have a weight optimized design. 

6. The seat should be as representative as possible. 

7. The seat should be as representative as possible, but it will be a ‘not-for-flight’ seat 
demonstrator. 

8. The main focus will be on thermal comfort, ventilation, integration functionality, controlling, air 
quality, ventilation effectiveness, power consumption, weight. Cushions are an important 
contributor to ventilate and heat/cool the seat. 

9. The project aims to have at least one seat row of minimum 3 seats as demonstrator build up. To 
ease the test subject test campaign in the Airbus facilities and to study the interaction of the 
personalized climatization 4 seat banks with 3 seats each would be very beneficial. 

10. This could be one of the favorite solutions the project aims to find out. 

11. No cushion material is excluded, there should be a best case selection of the usual materials 
(textile, leather) used in a/c and meet the personalized climatization requirements (ventilation 
rate, heating transmission, cooling transmission, pressure loss, noise,  conduction parameter of 
surface (how do you sense/feel the surface: cold/warm), etc. 

 1. The objective state that the outcomes are focused on the advanced Short/Medium and Long-
range aircraft types. In addition, a reference is made to the Programe scene setter where the 
objective states “The outcome of the project will mainly contribute to the following 
conceptual aircraft/ air transport type as presented in the scene setter” In this scene setter, 
all type of aircraft must benefit from the CleanSky2 project including: Compound Helicopter, 
Next-Generation Tilt-Motor; 19-pax commuter etc; 
Question: Will there be a specific aircraft-cabin type which is investigated: single aisle and/or 
twin aisle?  

2. Question: How many demonstrators are expected or are needed to be built for proofing the 
concept? 

3. Question: How many rows, and many seats per row should be build? 
4. Question: Is the focus of the research on the passenger experience (comfort) and/or on the 

technical and/or economic benefits of the overall cabin environment in terms of the current 
or next generation Environmental Control System (ECS)? 

5. The first bullet point states “Elaborate todays individual climatization devices to control the 
personal space” 
Question: What is the meaning/relation to the word ´controls´, with other words: Are these 
controls pre-defined? Should the control, control the seat technology, or/and also the overall 
cabin temperature?; Are the seat controls connected to interface the cabin ECS; w.o.w.: Is 
there a relation to the seat control settings and the overall cabin temperature? 
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6. The text state “…Tests shall optimize the settings for each mean and additionally ideas how to 
control the individual flows/temperature per seat shall be transformed into real prototype 
applications”; 
Question: How should the seat be controlled (interface to Passenger)? Is this pre-defined? 

7. The text state: “A prototype row shall be built with original a/c materials..”; 
Question: Does this mean that actual onboard aircraft communication (RS-485, CANBUS etc.) 
shall be used?  

8. The text state: “A prototype row shall be built with original a/c materials..”; 
Question: For the conceptual phase: may non-original a/c materials (e.g. automotive 
materials) be used to demonstrate the technology/functionality taking into account that a/c 
material will be brought used in the post-conceptual phase?  

9. Question: How does the final test campaign look like; what kind of tests will be conducted? 
10. Question: who is the owner of describing the test procedures and who is responsible for 

conducting the verification tests? 
11. The text states: “Market review of existing technologies and trends for close-to passenger 

ventilation means”; 
Question: Which markets (industries) shall be reviewed in order to identify trends?  

12. Question: Is this evaluation only for ventilation? 
13. The text states: “PoC testing of individual flow elements; First Architecture of close-to-pax 

vent elements; assessment of local thermal comfort”;  
Question: What will be tested with the ´PoC testing of individual flow elements´?  

14. Question: What is the meaning of ´first architecture of close-to-pax vent elements´? 
15. Question: How will local thermal comfort be assessed? How will this be tested (subjective, 

objective?) 
16. Question: Are partners able to introduce/define subjective and objective tests based on 

experiences from other industries? 
17. The text states: “Evaluate todays available thermal and emotion-sensing sensors/s/w best 

suited for automated comfort control”; 
Question: What is ´emotion-sensing´? 

18. Question: How will ´todays available thermal and emotion-sensing sensors´ be evaluated?  
19. Question: What is automated comfort control? In what way should the seat be automated? 

Which technologies are foresees to create this automated comfort control? 
20. Question: We would like to understand the word ´evaluation´: in what way should this be 

evaluated? via practical testing and/or theoretical research? 
21. The text states: “Collect all a/c seat & ventilation requirements; 

Question: what type of requirements shall be collected? With other words: is it the functional 
requirements or also the seat certification requirements, etc? 

1. As mentioned in the topic description, it will be an A320/A330 type, but this information is not 
relevant for the preparation of a suitable proposal. 

2. The project aims to have at least one seat row of minimum 3 seats as demonstrator build up. To 
ease the test subject test campaign in the Airbus facilities and to study the interaction of the 
personalized climatization 4 seat banks with 3 seats each would be very beneficial. 

3. As described above maximum 2 seat rows with 4 banks á 3 seats in total would be the goal. 

4. All three aspects are important and should be investigated. The selected solution should be 
comfortable, fit into an E/C seat without violating the requirements and should have a business 
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case, which might take adaptations of the overall air conditioning system into account. 

5. First, the partner should investigate the state of the art individual comfort control systems from 
automotive and the possibility to transfer this to the a/c world. Then both types of controlling 
thermal comfort should be elaborated: A stand-alone open-loop system just steering 
temperature / power / flow and a stand-alone closed loop system regulating the individual 
thermal sensation. The partner should give recommendations how the individual thermal 
comfort control system could be connected to the overall air conditioning temp control system 
but should not work out in detail a ready-to-use overall system. 

6. This is not pre-defined yet and should be the content of the WP. 

7. All communications means already widely known and used on aircraft are suitable, but also all 
mechanical material normally used and already qualified should be taken into account (cushion, 
seat covers, heating wires, fans electrical wiring, sensor types), but also new disruptive material 
is welcome to be investigated. 

8. Yes, this is possible and welcome. 

9. After the test samples have been delivered to Airbus a test campaign led by Airbus with 
contribution of the partner will elaborate the comfort and the feasibility of each mean to 
control the individual thermal sensation. Questionnaires filled by test subjects and thermal 
comfort dummies will be used to assess the thermal sensation. Besides the final test campaign 
tests with test subjects should also be part of the conceptual phase at the partners’ 
development centers. 

10. Airbus would describe the test procedures and pass/fail criteria and would be responsible to 
perform the final test campaign at Airbus test center, the partner should perform tests during 
the conceptual and development phase with Airbus as contributor. 

11. It is left to the applicant. 

12. No, it is for all means to control the personal thermal sensation. 

13. Air/globe / surface temperatures, air movement should be measured at various positions. In 
addition thermal sensation / comfort, air movement for overall and 16 local body parts and 
overall satisfaction & acceptance should be assessed by questionnaire and test subjects. The 
use of calibrated thermal comfort dummies should also be taken into account. 

14. First design of ventilation outlets (large, small size, high/low velocity, just recirculated air / 
chilled air, etc.) 

15. See question/answer #13 

16. It is left to the applicant. 

17. Measuring the passenger emotions and thermal status could lead to a closed-loop automated 
comfort control. 

18. The applicant should elaborate how today’s sensors are able to detect the passenger reaction 
on changing in-seat thermal settings. 

19. It is left to the applicant to propose a solution. 

20. Both, first a theoretical research should be performed, best fitted solutions should then be 
selected and used for the prototype 

21. Yes, as far as the integration and use of the in-seat climatization would affect or would be 
affected by the requirements. 
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-AIR-02-60 “Full Scale Innovative Integrated Tooling for Composite 
Material Wing Box [SAT]” 

1 1) Which is the configuration of the spars to be co-cured to the skin: C, T, J, double T or other? 
2) What is the acceptance criteria for spar radii geometry? 
3) Which is the height of the spars? 
4) Process method is vacuum assisted RTM, isn’t it? 
5) There is already a tooling concept to implement the process: rigid tool for skin, rigid/flexible 

tool for spars/radii? Tooling concept already validated by sub-scale trials?  
6) Design of wing box can be addressed to make more feasible the manufacturing process and 

related tools chain?                

1) The inner and outer spars which are C spars, and the middle spar is an "I" spar. 
2) The criteria for spar radii on tool side is +-0.4mm – must less stringent if no hard tool. 
3) Each of the 3 spars are a little different, but more  or less they are starting at a little over 200mm 

and going down to about 65mm. 
4) Most probably the technology will be LRI (Liquid resin infustion – one side tool and vacuum bag 

on other side) – but in the CfP, we asked for the tools to be suitable also for a pre-preg AFP 
process. 

5) Since the partner will be chosen relatively late in the project, in order to help them along, we will 
already have some tooling concepts to give the potential partner. By the the time the partner 
joins the project, we should already have some integral part sub-scale trials including tooling 
concepts.  This is just to help the potential partner. The partner has full freedom to accept these 
concpetual tooling designs or reject our suggestions and suggest his own design. 

6) If the question is “can you make wing box design changes to make the manufacturing and tooling 
more feasible”, it would depend on the desired wing box design changes. The wing box is 
designed for low cost, easy assembly, and other project goals. Thus a major change which will 
hurt the project goals cannot be acceptable. A reasonable design change can be considered if 
beneficial to the project, without negatively effecting the project objectives and schedule.   

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-AIR-02-61 “Development and Optimization of Bonding Assembly 

Technology for a Composite Material Wingbox [SAT]” 

1 1) What king of bonding will be to implement: by film or paste adhesive? 

2) Room temperature or high temperature curing?  

3) Bonding of ribs and lower skin will be in one or two steps?  

4) Tooling concept for bonding are already developed and verified at sub-scale level? 

5) Design of wing box can be addressed to make more feasible the manufacturing process and 

related tools chain? 

1) Due to the challenging bonding and the necessary tolerances, we are most probably dealing with 
a paste adhesive. 

2) The paste adhesive would be cured at room temperature with an oven post cure. 

3) The ribs will be attached to the substructure before the bonding of the lower skin to the sub-
structure. Thus the ribs are attached in a 2 step process. 

4) The potential partner should suggest a novel tooling concept, as well as to design and 
manufacture the tooling. Since the partner will be chosen relatively late in the project, in order 
to help them, we will already have some tooling concepts to give the potential partner.  By the 
the time the partner joins the project, we should already have some sub-scale trials including 
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tooling concepts. This is just to help the potential partner. The partner has full freedom to accept 
these conceptual tooling designs or reject our suggestions and suggest his own design. 

5) If the question is “can you make wing box design changes to make the manufacturing and tooling 
more feasible”, it would depend on the desired wing box design changes. The wing box is 
designed for low cost, easy assembly, and other project goals. Thus a major change which will 
hurt the project goals cannot be acceptable. A reasonable design change can be considered if 
beneficial to the project, without negatively effecting the project objectives and schedule. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-02-63 “Enhanced Low Cost Complex Composite Structures” 

1 Regarding this topic, we would like to know if it is mandatory that all members of the consortium 
have the following qualifications described in approval section of the topic: 

• Quality System international standards (i.e. EN 9100 / ISO 9001).  

• Special Processes Qualification (NADCAP). 

For any member of the Consortium having direct relevant involvement in the demonstrator 
manufacturing (part to be ground tested), EN-9100 and NADCAP to applicable special processes 
(Composites liquid process and NDT) certifications are mandatory. 

2 In the topic description the following subject is reported: 

“Key aspects are full integration (structure & systems) and efficient ways to solve the sealing 
issues”. 

Which systems are to be considered? 

The applicants should take into consideration the most optimum concept for locking and latching 
systems integration into their proposals. 

System provisions are out the scope of the call, but the integration shall be taken into account. 

Detail definitions will be part of the technical discussion with the Topic Manager. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-02-64 “Cold Spray of metallic coatings on polymer and composite 

materials” 

1 1) Coating adhesion and electrical conductivity are key properties. Could Topic Manager define 
the minimum requirements for both aspects? 

2) The polymer-based substrate will be reinforced and unreinforced thermoplastics (polyamides, 
PEEK). Regarding carbon fiber composites, is the topic manager only thinking in thermoplastic 
CFC or do we have also to consider thermoset CFC? If the answer is yes for both cases, which 
thermoset material and carbon fibers should be considered / are recommended? 

3) Regarding the proposed demonstrator (front landing gear fairing), it would be advisable to 
define its dimensions (there is only one picture in which one can estimate the dimensions, but 
maybe it would be helpful to know a range of dimensions) and if: 

a. PZL will simply give one 3D file and the partner/s will have to re-design and manufacture it 
b. Partners have to propose a design that will be validated by TM and they will manufacture it 

1.  

 Coating adhesion:   

Pull off test 

Bond strength over 60 [MPa] (8,7 KSI) 
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 Electrical conductivity: 
Electrical properties analysis using DC mode Nanovoltmeter- eg. Keithley 6221/2182A 

LS tests- comparison with results for Al 2024 and for CF composite panel wit AL or Cu mesh 

(Aerospace Recommended practice: ARP 5416, ARP5412) 

2. The substrate materials that are dedicated to metal depositing experimental process are: 

• Polymers  processed by additive manufacturing techniques (down select two most promising 

candidates) from: 

• PA 2241 FR - (SLS – Selective laser melting)  

• FR106 - (SLS – Selective laser melting) 

• PEEK - (SLS – Selective laser melting) 

• Ultem 9085 – (FDM – Fused Deposition Modeling)  

• Composites: 

• Thermosets - Epoxy Carbon Reinforced Plastics (CRFP), IM7 carbon fibre  

• Thermoplastics composite – PEEK with AS4 fibre  

3. Assumption a) is the correct one. 

Redesign is allowed for spraying consideration (DFM).  
Below the demo model with the main dimensions: 
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2 1) Reference is made in section 4 of the topic description to requiring access to CATIA CAD 
software - must this be CATIA, or is a compatible package such as Solidworks or Creo 
acceptable? 

2) In section 4 of the topic description it is stated that non-destructive testing equipment is 
required, with three examples given. Must applicants have access to all three of these non-
destructive testing techniques? 

3) What types of polymer and composite materials are of interest for the stated application? 

4) Will the topic leader be providing polymer and composite samples for testing in work packages 
1 and 2, or will the awardee be required to provide these materials? If the awardee is required 
to provide these, what standards should the samples be manufactured to? 

5) Will the topic leader be providing the composite component (the landing gear fairing as shown 
in figure 1 of the topic description) for work package 4, or is the awardee required to provide 
this component? 

6) Work package 2 includes the manufacture of a near net shape test component, and the 
carrying out of functionality tests. What are these functionality tests, and is it necessary to 
manufacture a test component similar to the demonstrator when work package 4 is dedicated 
to the manufacture of a demonstrator? 

7) Work package 3 involves comparative testing with conventional technologies - are the 
conventional technologies which will be assessed at this stage to be decided by the awardee, 
or does the topic leader have particular technologies or approaches which will be expected to 
be investigated in this work package? If so, what are these technologies? 

1) Having access to Catia is not necessary, but advisable due to the company’s policy and direct 
and easier files exchanging. Anyway IGES files are also allowed. 

2) At least two techniques of NDT are required. Applicant could use the laboratory (e.g. 
subcontractor) that is able to do the tests.  

3) After first stage (WP1), the most promising systems (3) (substrate + coating) for optimization 
purpose (WP2/WP3) will be down selected: 

• 1 polymers + 1 experimental coating  

• Thermosets - Epoxy Carbon Reinforced Plastics (CRFP), IM7 carbon fibre + exper. coating  

• Thermoplastics composite – PEEK with AS4 fibre + exper. coating  

 After building and carrying out the functional tests (WP2) of the test components (3), that will 
be made of previously defined materials configuration, the best and most suitable system 
(substrate + coating) will be chosen for the demonstrator stage (WP4).   

4) The awardee is required to provide itself with the materials. (Commercially available) 

• Mechanical testing according to ASTM standards 

• Sample manufacturing (polymers, composites) according to the material supplier 
recommendation (standards) 

5) The Topic Leader will provide to the winning applicant a 3D file (and additional required 
documentation). The applicant will have to re-design (DfM - design for manufacturing) and 
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produce the demo part (subcontractor is allowed) and finally metallize it. 

6) The test component should be built in simple and economic way. Near net shape does not mean 
(here) the same or very close geometry to the demo part but having some (selected) similar 
features (curvatures, scale) to the demo (including deposition process consideration). The final 
shape and size will be also defined in respect to the requirement of functionality test standards. 

The following SAE documents are the requirements for Functionality Test- lightning strike 
testing 

• SAE ARP5412, Rev A, Aircraft Lightning Environment and Related Test Waveforms, Revised 
2005-02 

• SAE ARP5416, Rev -, Aircraft Lightning Test Methods, Issued 2005-03 

7) Conventional technologies refer to the technologies currently used in aviation, mainly in the 
form of copper or aluminum mesh.  

The decision regarding a specific solution / type of material, available on the market, will be 
taken by the Topic Leader and the subcontractor during the implementation of the WP. 

3 1) Thickness of the deposition layer: Is the consortium supposed to suggest thickness or are 
there requirement from the topic manager? 

2) Deposition material: Is it only allowed to deposit Aluminium or are other materials or multi-
layer also acceptable? 

3) Experience in using statistical techniques in process parameters optimization (DoE...?)  

4) The demo part will be supplied by the TM? 

1) Correct, the consortium suggests thickness of the deposited layer. The system (substrate + 
coating) must meet all the test requirements 

2) Aluminum is only an initial choice. Other single materials or multilayer systems are allowed. 

3) Correct, this is for DoE purpose. It helps to reduce the experimental cost and efforts. 

4) The Topic Leader will provide to the winning applicant a 3D file (and additional required 
documentation). The applicant will have to re-design (DfM - design for manufacturing) and 
produce the demo part (subcontractor is allowed) and finally metallize it. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-03-01 “Bio contamination survey” 

1 I would like know if samples will be provided by aircraft manufacturer/Topic Leader or if a 
consortium partner will provide them. 

Indeed, it is necessary to have skills in surface preparation and treatment but we don’t know if 
this partner will deliver the samples and must be able to perform hydrophobic and adhesive 
treatments. 

Samples may have several meanings in this project. Samples of materials to be tested, samples of 
bio contaminated fuels or of contaminants, samples of biocide/hydrophobic additive coatings, and 
even components of fuel system. 

Topic manager will provide coupons and materials present in fuel tanks, state of art and of older 
generations. REACH regulations drastically changed protection systems, but chromate containing 
compounds are still common in old and medium age aircraft. They have biocide properties that may 
miss with REACH compliant modern coatings. They might be the only functionalized coatings (with a 
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biocide capacity) available in the project. Chromate free functionalized coatings, hydrophobic and 
biocide, have already been topic of previous calls. Topic manager has some samples, but covered by 
NDA and not commercialized yet. We intend to connect partners with coating manufacturers, via an 
advisory board. But if a partner can provide functionalized coatings, all the better. Mind about 
budget limitation. It seems more interesting in this project to focus on preparation and monitoring 
of biocontamination, than on surface preparation and adhesive treatments. Note that there are 
other qualification steps than robustness to biocontamination.  

If, unfortunately, no functionalized innovative coatings could be tested in task 3, a paper review on 
specific testing of candidate function would be accepted. We hope better options will be available.   

Manufacturing sample has a cost, for partners and topic manager. Topic manager will only provide 
few samples of state of the art coatings. Enough, we think, to run the project, yet, if partners need 
many (say, a hundred) coupons, they should be ready to manufacture them, on their own budget. 
We’ll help them to find providers.   

As for components of fuel system: Topic Manager will provide a gauge, and a minimal testing chain 
of fuel filters. No other equipment will be tested. 

As for contaminated aviation fuel, Topic Manager cannot provide it, but few cubic centimeters. They 
were collected three years ago on a Falcon and still used for other projects. We can’t warranty 
being able to provide some.  

Partners should be able to develop bio contamination from existing collections, and not rely much 
on field sampling of aircraft. Yet, a partner having access to natural contamination (by example, an 
aircraft operator of provider) would be welcome. But even an airline may fail in collecting living bio 
contamination. It is not straightforward on civil aircraft.  Members of IASH certainly have samples. 
That’s why we strongly recommend to establish links  with them, and with IATA fuel task force. 
Ninety percent of airlines are IATA members. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-03-02 “Non destructive testing (NDT) of bonded assemblies” 

1 1) Should TRL6 demonstrator of NDT integrate all the mentioned techniques (US waves, 
shearography, laser shock, bondmaster, etc.) in the scope? 

2) WP3 indicates that only methods with guided waves shall be developed. Is this correct? 

3) Would the final demonstrator remain at the Topic Leader facilities beyond the end of the 
project? 

4) The scope mention 2 specific use cases and 7 or more complex assemblies. How many of 
them should be manufactured? 

1) WP3 says:  “Selection and evaluation of NDT methods in the context of samples and 
structures to be tested’: It is then an outcome of this task to select technologies most fitted to 
use cases, yet two technologies at minimum have to be developed and integrated: laser shock 
and guided waves 

2) No. Laser shock is also required. 

3) No. Topic Manager will provide some use cases but will not develop the demonstrator. What 
will be developped by partners should remain their property. 

4) Simple use cases like bonded coupons should be performed by the consortium. Topic 
Manager has no added value fort hat. Two complex structures will be developped as use cases 
by Topic Manager and delivered to the consortium. 
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2 Regarding use case 1 – Composite panel with bonded stiffeners: 

- Complex assemblies to manufacture: 

 Is it possible to limit the demonstrator to some complex assemblies, “stiffened panel” 
and “fixing devices” only?  In order to limit expenses for manufacturing samples. 

 If any other structure such as foam blocks, sandwich structure with foam blocks, 
absorbing coatings is required, could the samples be provided by the Topic Leader? 

- Innovative surface preparation: 

 What type of innovation is expected? Which TRL is foreseen?  

 Shall the consortium be able to perform ablation with laser or other physical ablation, 
cleaning and degreasing? Any other techniques (chemical treatments or physical 
treatments required) such as Adherence Promotors? 

- NDT methods: 

 Are there any NDT methods (Shearography, Laser shock, Bondmaster, inline inspection) 
apart from ultrasonic Guided waves that are mandatory to implement in the 
demonstrator? 

 Inline process inspection with camera is required. What technology is expected to be 
used? (Infrared, Terahertz, visible spectrum, …)? Which defects or characteristics need 
to be investigated at which stage in the production line?  Any size, precision and speed 
are expected? 

- Mechanical tests:  

 Is there any specific mechanical testing capability required? 

 Is Thermal stress analysis really required?  Does a cycle rate of plus or minus 10°C/min 
fits the expectation/specifications? What temperature range should be covered? 

Regarding use case 2 – sealant for tank water tightness: 

- Is it mandatory to cover this use case? Technologies are very different and neither listed in 
the WP description nor in the scope. 

- Complex assemblies to manufacture:  

 Will samples with bonding defects be provided by the Topic Leader? 

- NDT Method: 

 Can a consortium propose to develop only NDT methods based on resonance 
measurements as well as on thermal profiling?  

- Mechanical tests: 

 Are mechanical tests expected? Could the Topic Leader perform the mechanical tests on 
the provided samples? 

Questions regarding work packages: 

In work package 1,  

 Does ‘review’ mean literature review or application of numerical/modelling tools to the 
use cases? 

 What is the purpose of ‘Micro/macro scale adherence models’? Are they needed to 
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model the efficiency of NDT methods or to predict fatigue effects/remaining life of 
components under mechanical loading? 

In work package 5, 

 TRL6 demonstrator of NDT methods. Can you precise how many and which of the 6 NDT 
methods will most probably be selected? Can we propose other methods? 

 Can some tasks related to a specific NDT method be subcontracted? 

Regarding use case 1 

Complex assemblies to manufacture: the Topic Manager will provide use cases, including raw 
materials. Yet, partners are welcome to provide use cases they consider worthy in the project. 

Innovative surface preparation: Prepared surface needs to be clean and chemically activated. 
Imaging techniques (filtered, polarized light), LIPS and FTIR are possible methods. Expected TRL 
is 6.  

Physical ablation is fine. 

NDT methods: Guided waves and laser shock are mandatory. Other methods more than welcome. 

Inline process inspection: Laser shock will be privileged for use case 1 and inline control. Partners 
will select the best analyzing device, that should preferentially not require couplant and contact. 
Camera was just a suggestion. Target defects are centimetric size kissing bonds. Speed: 1 square 
meter/hour. 

Mechanical tests: They are required, and should be cyclic and static standards, unless partners 
have innovative alternative to suggest. 

Thermal stress analysis is not required, but should be at least reviewed, and preferentially 
demonstrated. 

Regarding use case 2 

This use case is mandatory, but surface preparation is the only NDT control mandatory in this 
project. Prepared surface needs to be clean and chemically activated. Topic manager  will provide 
use cases, with and without defects. 

- NDT Method: resonance measurements and thermal profiling may not be fitted to use 

case 2. That is definitely worthy being tested, yet Topic Manager won’t be upset if project 

restricts to NDT surface preparation for use case 2, as this is the mandatory task.  

- Mechanical tests are requested, and expected in the demonstrator. They need to be 

standard adherence test. 

Questions regarding work packages 

• Review means Litterature Review 

• Micro/macro scale adherence models: You understood right. This extension to bonding of 
mechanical fatigue theory is an innovation expected from this project. Of course, we’re dealing 
with research and we are aware that it is a challenge. 

• TRL6 demonstrator: For use case 2, as already mentioned the demonstrator may be limited to 
NDT control of surface preparation. It may be a distinct device from demonstrator of use 
case 1. 

• Can some tasks related to a specific NDT method be subcontracted:  Of course, on your own 
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budget. 

3 • Is the topic aiming at developing NDT technologies or comparing existing solutions? Some of 
the expected technologies are still at TRL 4 and have not been tested on many assemblies. 
Testing on all expected assemblies with all techniques will require more than 36 months and 
a larger budget.  

• Thermal stress Analysis is a very specific test. Would thermal cycling be sufficient in the 
project scope? 

• Innovative surface preparation: what kind of technology is expected? 

• Complex assemblies and use cases: Can the Topic Manager provide some of them? 

• Guided waves and Laser Shock methods are still in development and will be then part of the 
innovation brought by this project. Other methods listed already exist, but the demonstrator 
and numerical models will be innovative, whatever the retained technologies are. Guided 
waves and Laser Shock methods are mandatory. Topic Manager cannot comment your 
position on duration and budget. We expect partners to have specific skills on lasers, which, 
we hope, will enable them to stick to time and budget constraints. Anyway, the funding is only 
indicative. 

• Thermal stress analysis is not mandatory for use case 2, nor use case 1. For use case 2, NDT 
may restrict to inline control of surface preparation (surface needs to be clean and chemically 
active).  

• Innovative surface preparation: what kind of technology is expected : The most relevant to 
control cleanliness and chemical activity. We suggest LIPS,FTIR, or imaging. 

• Topic Manager will provide complex assemblies and some use cases. Coupons and basic 
assemblies should be made by the consortium, as Topic Manager would have no added value 
and may subcontract the task. This will be discussed with the consortium anyway. We can do 
it, and we don’t expect basic assemblies to appreciably impact budget, except, of course, if 
large quantities are needed. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-AIR-03-05 “Development and evaluation of a manufacturing process 

for a lightweight aircraft wheel made of CFRP” 

1 Is it sufficient to test the wheel with a multiaxial servo hydraulic testing device under the 
required loads to fully comply with the requirements or is a bespoke wheel test bench 
compulsory? 

Any testing device is sufficient, as long as the required loads described in the CFP topic description 
can be applied and the required wheel and tire dimensions are considered. A bespoke wheel test 
bench for aircraft wheels is not compulsory. 
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Question / Answer 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-01-32 “Optimized UHPE flow path cooling design and testing using 

advanced manufacturing techniques” 

1 1) Can you specify the component which is meant to be manufactured and its dimensions? 

2) What kind of structural verification is considered to be performed? Stress/strain curve? 

3) Can you specify the thermal load profile? 

4) Can you specify the expected mechanical loads? 

5) What are the geometrical tolerance specifications of the component? 

6) Is corrosive wear expected? 

7) What kind of joints are meant to be used to integrate the component in the engine?  

8) Are there already known load paths for the topology optimization? 

9) What life assessment is required for this component? (Safe life, fail safe or damage tolerant) 

10) What are the loading conditions for fatigue requirements? (loads and number of cycles for 
each load)? 

11) Is there S/N data available for the material(s) that are used for this component? 

1) As define in CfP text the target component is flow path hardware. During the project 
evaluation phase it is expected to manufacture with scale of 1:1 which would be a size of 
around one meter diameter.  

2) Test coupons stress/strain tensile test in lab environment.  

3) Typical thermal loads for hot gas path components are foreseen 

4) Mechanical loads will be mainly caused by aerodynamic and thermal fields, no additional 
mechanical loads are foreseen for testing. 

5) In the negotiation phase the component tolerance will be agreed with the selected proposer 
and will be based on its capabilities. It is assumed that the successful proposal will contain 
specifications in line with the size mentioned in question 1) and tolerances of machines 
currently available on the market. 

6) The design phase will consider typical environmental conditions for engine hot gas 
components. 

7) Standard joints as in existing engines connecting flow path hardware with engine frame.  

8) All loads would be defined and agreed with the partners before running topology 
optimization.  

9) The design phase will include a life assessment in line with today’s commercial engine life 
requirements. 

10) The internal work to determine the exact part subject to topology optimization and testing is 
still ongoing. Thus, GEDE will be able to deliver all requirements and boundary conditions 
needed for CfP partners during the negotiation phase.  

11) Flow path component are typically Ni based alloys and within the current frame work it is 
expected to work with available additive material close to meet manufacturing and design 
requirements. 
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2 1) Which are the materials or family of materials to be used in the project?  

2) Is the Topic Leader going to provide the raw material?  

3) In the topic description it is mentioned that expertise in additive manufacturing of large size 
component (>400x400 mm) is required. Would it be possible to have more precise 
information about the size of the component to be developed considering the 3 
dimensions? Or at least up to what limit could be foreseen to develop it? 

12) Flow path component are typically Ni based alloys and within the current frame work it is 
expected to work with available additive material close to meet manufacturing and design 
requirements. 

13) It is expected that the CfP partner is responsible for manufacturing components trials and the 
finalized part including raw material utilization. 

14) During the trial phase component can be scaled and manufactured for learning and feedback 
to design. For the final validation it is required to deliver a 1:1 size component with diameter 
of one meter. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-01-33 “Prediction of High Frequency Vibrations in Aircraft 

Engines” 

1 1) What will be the approximate size of the testing structural frame? 

2) Could clarify the differences between test rig, test vehicle, test bench and test assembly? 
Sometimes it seems to be the same thing (system), especially the rig and the vehicle. 

3) Will be the test vehicle included in any already existing test bench or infrastructure? 

4) Would the tests be carried out in the topic manager facilities or in the proposers’ facilities? 
(The topic manager would send the engine frame to the partners, or the partners would 
send the test systems to the topic manager) 

5) Are the test bench and its subsystems a part of any deliverable? Attending to the 
description, it seems they are not. And in this sense, would the equipment used be returned 
to the partners after finishing the project? 

6) Related to the previous question, are the monitoring and data acquisition systems 
(hardware and software like sensors, DAQ…) part of the test bench and its subsystems? 
Must it be supplied as a part of the test bench? 

7) Regarding the supply of the codes developed (as indicated in Task 5 and Task 7), are you 
referring to the compiled executables or to the source code? Some of the used software can 
be based on previous proprietary/commercial software developed by the partners, does 
this involve to provide access to this codes to the topic manager and the CleanSky 
consortium? 

1) Approximate size of the testing structural frame: Diameter : ~2.1 m / axial length : ~0.6 m 

2) Test bench = room with the monitoring and data acquisition systems / electrical systems.  

Test rig = test vehicle = instrumentation, actuators, hardware to support the engine structure, 
table to support the assembly, instrumentation, hydraulic and control systems… 

Test assembly = test rig / test vehicle which includes the instrumented engine frame (engine 
frame supplied by the topic leader, instrumentation supplied by the partners). 

3) It can be done in an existing test bench or infrastructure available in the proposers’ facilities, 
but there is not any infrastructure or existing test bench available in the topic leader facilities 
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to carry out this test. 

4) The topic manager will send the engine frame to the partners.  

5) No, the deliverables are only the ones mentioned in the part ‘Major deliverables’ of the CFP.  

The structural frame given by the topic leader will be given back to the topic leader. The other 
equipment used will be returned to the partners after finishing the project 

6) Yes, they are. 

Only a structural frame is given by the topic leader for the test. The monitoring and data 
acquisitions systems must be either already available in the partners’ facilities, either provided 
by the partners to carry out the test. They are not a deliverable of the CFP. 

7) If the methodology involves one or several commercial softwares, no internal codes coming 
from the commercial software(s) will be asked (only the description of how to use the 
software(s) in order to use the modelling methodology will be supplied, with the modelling 
practices and modelling manual reports). 

But both the codes and the compiled executables which are not parts from any commercial 
software / which are not maintained by a software editor, but are involved to use the 
methodology, will be supplied, in order to be understood / used / modified by the topic leader 
after the CFP without any help of the partners (whether these codes were already existing 
before the CFP or developed during the CFP). 

All the codes implemented to use the methodology shall be written in order to be maintainable 
/ easily modified by the topic leader after the CFP (i.e. codes are well-commented, with 
programming notes explaining how to use / modify them), without any help of the partners. 

Preferably, codes should use Matlab or Python as a programming language (if not, a 
justification should be provided – but this is not an absolute condition for this CFP). 

2 1) What is the structure total weight? 

2) Should the test setup be submitted to a design review by SAFRAN? If yes, what is the 
process that should be applied? 

1) Typical total structure weight is between 250 and 500 kg. 

2) During regular technical meetings, the partner will present the proposed test setup. The topic 
manager with the support of Safran experts will approve the overall test setup.   

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-01-34 “Airflow characterization through rotating labyrinth seal” 

1 1) What is the maximum airflow rate for labyrinth seal testing ? 

2) What is the maximum estimated power of electrical motor to drive the rotor? 

3) What is the definition of "labyrinth seal". The labyrinth seal should include: turbine blades 
with labyrinths and disc, distributors with/without labyrinth seals, static parts (casings)? 

1) The maximum airflow rate is estimated to 0.35 kg/s. 

2) There is no estimated power because there is no turbine blade in the test configuration. The 
power of the electrical motor should only depend on acceleration time (the only requirement 
is to have a reasonable time to reach the maximum speed, for instance 3 minutes), the rotor 
inertia and the torque drag. 

3) The “labyrinth seal” is composed by : 

 the rotor part = the teeths mounted on an annular ring 
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 the stator part = the honeycomb mounted on a case 

The interface between the rotor part of the labyrinth seal and the rotor part of the test rig 
shall be defined during the task 3. It is assumed that the vane geometry shall be mainly 
defined by the test rig (see figure 4 in the topic document). There is no turbine blade and no 
distributor in the test configuration (the figure 1 in the topic document is given to explain the 
background but it is not a scheme of the test configuration). The test configuration is only 
composed by the inlet, the labyrinth seal and the outlet. 

2 1) Three radial clearances have to be tested per each seal, ranging from 0,1 mm to 1,0 mm. 
Since the seal diameter is fixed, how is this radial clearance be given? By mounting the seal 
against different inner diameter caps (or pipes), for example? 

2) Task 5 Test vehicle assembling. Does this task include also the design and manufacturing of 
the parts composing the test vehicle (or rig)? 

3) The number of seal configurations to be tested for:  

a. 15 geometries 

b. 5 axial positions 

The number of seal configurations is 15x5=75 if we take 5 axial positions per each seal 
geometry. Why does the text mention only 20 seal configurations? 

4) What is the output parameter measured in the tests? Is it the airflow? 

5) Could we have an approximate idea of the expected flow rate crossing the seals? 

6) When is mentioned that air temperature should be, for example, 150 ºC, this is the 
temperature measured at the inlet or does it have to be kept at the same level along the 
seal zone and the outlet? If that is the case, then we would need a climate chamber, would 
we not? 

1) The partner shall determine the best way to control the radial clearance. Basically, we assume 
two different ways :  

 By manufacturing different stator parts to change the radial clearance for a given rotor 
geometry 

 By designing a clearance control system with a driven heat source and a radial clearance 
sensor 

2) Yes, the task 5 includes also the design and manufacturing of the parts composing the test 
vehicle. 

3) There is a misunderstanding: the text mentions 20 configurations = 15 geometries and 
5 variations of the axial position among these 15 geometries. We do not consider 5 axial 
positions for all the 15 geometries. 

4) Expected output parameters are: 

 Upstream and downstream airflow 

 Upstream and downstream total air temperature 

 Upstream and downstream static air pressure and total air pressure 

 Radial clearance 

 Relative axial position 

 Rotation speed 
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5) The maximum airflow rate is estimated to 0.35 kg/s 

6) The air temperature is the upstream air temperature. We assume that every hot test shall 
have a warm procedure to avoid to perform a test with a hot air and a cold test vehicle. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-01-35 “Oil flow 4 channels regulation valves” 

1 1) Which estimated range of oil viscosity shall be considered for the evaluation of accuracy? 

2) Which is the estimated flow range at the inlet of the valve? 

3) Which is the estimated flow range for the engine and for the gearbox? 

4) Which are the expected pressure variation range from the engine and the gearbox? 

5) Which is the estimated allowable pressure at the inlet of the valve? 

6) Shall we proposed another close loop means to the FADEC than valves positions? 

7) In the paragraph 2.scope of work/detailed design it’s written “After this task, the supplier 
shall provide to Safran Aircraft Engines detailed internal drawing of the equipment and 
assembly process documentation” does that mean that the IP will be Safran Aircraft 
Engines? 

1) Dynamic viscosity of the oil at valve inlet shall be considered in the range: 

1,69E-03 ; 3,75E-02 kg/m.s 

2) Oil flow at inlet of the valve shall be inside the following range: 7000 ; 14000l/h 

3) Flow range for the engine is 2800 and 7000l/h 

Flow range for the gearbox is 3150 and 8400l/h 

4) Minimum working pressure for the valve inlet pressure is 19 bar. 

Normal working pressure for the valve inlet pressure is 32 bar. 

Maximum working pressure for the valve inlet pressure is 53 bar. 

5) The pressure drop inside the valve shall not be greater than 5 bar. 

6) Proposition can be discussed with Safran Aircraft Engines but FADEC is already existing 
equipment with given electrical interfaces. Design and certification of such interface are a 
difficult task so if valve position is an acceptable mean then it shall be selected. 

7) The IP for the machine itself will be property of the company which designs it. 

2 We have question regarding task 5 “Qualification tests”. This part is quite important in order to 
define properly the budget. 
Shall we consider standard DO160 test or the Safran Aircraft Engine request is based on 
equivalent of TP400, Sam146 or LeapX qualification tests? 

LEAP-X qualification test can be considered as a baseline as it is current standard for our products. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-01-36 “Optimizing impingement cooling” 

1 I have question concerning the material of the flat plate under the impinging jet. 
It is not clear in proposal description from what kind of material should be make the flat plate 
where the heat transfer will be measured. On the page 5 (318) there is a hint that it should be a 
metal? 
Is it true? or the material depend on heat transfer measurement method? 

There is no requirement on the flat plate material but the flat plate roughness Ra shall be around 
0.003 mm (mm=millimeter). The material chosen for the flat plate shall be compliant with the 
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methodology used to measure the heat transfer coefficient. The partner is in charge of this 
methodology. 
For instance, the methodology shall ensure the heat transfer 1D profile measured will not be 
smoothed by thermal conductivity effect. 

2 1. Is it possible to have expected minimum and maximum mass flow rates for the tests as 
already done for pressure and temperature? 

2. The manufacturing of the pipes is in charge to the applicant but very few details are 
reported in the topic description regarding its characteristics. The following details could 
help in preparing the proposals: 

a. Are there any special requirements regarding the material to be used?  

b. What are the dimensional tolerances to be considered for manufacturing?  

c. Are there any special requirements regarding the drilling process to be used for 
impingement holes (milling, EDM, laser etc. etc)?  

d. Will the pipes be cylindrical?  

e. Will the impingement holes be cylindrical or shaped holes are expected to be 
tested? 

3. Concerning the outcomes in terms of heat transfer coefficient, are the experimental results 
to be provided in terms of spatially averaged values (0D), or is it expected to deliver 1D 
profiles in the lateral direction (with respect to pipe’s axis)? 

4. The manufacturing of the target flat plate is in charge to the applicant but very few details 
are reported in the topic description regarding its characteristics. The following details could 
help in preparing the proposals: 

a. Is the target flat plate to be realized in metallic material and, if yes, is it required to 
use a specific metal?  

b. Which is the expected thickness of the flat plate? 

c. Is the target surface of the flat plate to be realized with special contouring or 
finishing? 

d. Are there any specific requirements regarding the temperature of the flat plate to 
be prescribed during heat transfer tests? 

1.    Minimum mass flow rate = 0.002 kg/s 

Maximum mass flow rate = 0.010 kg/s 

2.       
a. The pipe material shall be stainless steel  

b. The dimensional tolerances shall be :  

+/- 1mm (mm=millimeter) on pipes diameter 

+/- 0.05 mm (mm=millimeter) on impingement holes diameter 

+/- 0.05 mm (mm=millimeter) on pipes thickness  

c. The expected drilling process shall be EDM and laser according to hardware configurations 

d. The pipes shall be cylindrical 

e. The impingement holes shall be cylindrical 

3.    The experimental results shall be 1D profiles in the lateral direction (with respect to pipe axis) 
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4.       
a.  There is no requirement on the flat plate material but the flat plate roughness Ra shall be 

around 0.003 mm (mm=millimeter). The material chosen for the flat plate shall be 
compliant with the methodology used to measure the heat transfer coefficient. The 
partner is in charge of this methodology. 

b.  There is no requirement on the flat plate thickness. The thickness chosen for the flat plate 
shall be compliant with the methodology used to measure the heat transfer coefficient. 
The partner is in charge of this methodology. 

c.  The flat plate roughness Ra shall be around 0.003 mm (mm=millimeter).  

d.  There is no specific requirement regarding the temperature of the flat plate. This 
temperature shall be compliant with the flat plate material and the methodology used to 
measure the heat transfer coefficient. The partner is in charge of this methodology. 
According to us, if the gap temperature between the air and the flat plate is less than 20°C 
(°C=Celsius degree) the measure of the heat transfer coefficient will be difficult. Anyway, 
the partner shall demonstrate that the gap temperature tested are compliant with the 
methodology used to measure the heat transfer coefficient. 

3 1) In the call text (pages 315 &320) it has been mentioned that applicant should implement a 
0D correlation scheme for the thermal model to calculate HTC.  Our question is what aspects 
of 0D modelling (spatial HTC…) has to be considered and what is the extend of these 
correlation works?   

2) In the call text, multiple references have been made to CFD simulations of impingement 
cooling. What is the extend of these CFD simulations? Is there any specific required 
resolution or accuracy threshold? Can mathematical modelling\boundaries (2D, symmetric, 
periodic…. conditions) be considered?  

3) In the section “Scope of work”, different configurations for the cooling tests are listed. Since 
our calculation shows that total number of possible configurations would be more than 
1000 cases (10*2*4*16=1280), can you confirm  that all these cases have to be simulated by 
the developed CFD model?  

4) Would it be sufficient to use Design of Experiments or Statistical methods to lower the total 
number of calculations by a factor of 2 or even 4 and to reduce the calculation efforts? 

5) Can you confirm that applicant is responsible for the manufacturing of pipes and flat plates 
for testing?  

6) What are the materials to be used for metal pipes and metal plates? 

7) What is the initial temperature of the flat plate. We are asking for the temperature gradient 
assessment and accuracy of the result.  

 
8) For the precise designing of the experimental stand it is necessary to know the maximum 

required air flow for the tests. 
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1) The aim of the 0D correlation is to calculate a spatial mean HTC in order to perform 2D 
thermal calculations. The partner is in charge of the input parameters of the 0D correlation. 
For instance, airflow, temperature, hole diameter, number of holes, impact distance, pipe 
thickness are assumed to be relevant input parameters fort he 0D correlation. 

2) The aim of the CFD simulations is to develop a numerical methodology to predict HTC for new 
configurations. This methodology has to be validated with the tests results. There is no 
specific requirement but the low reynolds conditions have to be taken into consideration for 
the benchmark. Mathematical modelling can be considered. 

3) It is not expected to simulate all the configurations with the CFD model. One configuration 
shall be simulate for every tests conditions but the other configurations shall be simulate in 
only 1 test condition. 

4) Yes the number of configuration can be reduced with statistical methods, in particular for the 
number of P/P tested. But the partner has to demonstrate the proposed method is relevant. 

5) I confirm the partner is responsible for the manufacturing of pipes and flat plate. 

6) The pipe material shall be stainless steel. There is no requirement on the flat plate material 
but the flat plate roughness Ra shall be around 0.003 mm (mm=millimeter). The material 
chosen for the flat plate shall be compliant with the methodology used to measure the heat 
transfer coefficient. The partner is in charge of this methodology. For instance, the 
methodology shall ensure the heat transfer 1D profile measured will not be smoothed by 
thermal conductivity effect. 

7) There is no specific requirement regarding the temperature of the flat plate. This temperature 
shall be compliant with the flat plate material and the methodology used to measure the heat 
transfer coefficient. The partner is in charge of this methodology. According to us, if the gap 
temperature between the air and the flat plate is less than 20°C (°C=Celsius degree) the 
measure of the heat transfer coefficient will be difficult. Anyway, the partner shall 
demonstrate that the gap temperature tested are compliant with the methodology used to 
measure the heat transfer coefficient. The expected accuracy of the HTC is 10%. 

8) Minimum mass flow rate = 0.002 kg/s 

Maximum mass flow rate = 0.010 kg/s 

 

4 1) It is stated that “0D correlation to be implemented in a thermal model…”. Is the thermal 
model already available and only the correlation is needed or should the applicant develop 
a dedicated thermal model which implements the correlation? 

2) Task 3: Could the topic leader better explain what he meant with “validity domain”? 

3) Task 4: The topic leader stated that “The partner shall provide the final test vehicle interface 
definition between the LPTACC pipe designed by Safran Aircraft Engines and the test vehicle 
designed by the partner”. What exactly “interface definition” means? Are the tests to be 
performed in a topic leader facility or should the applicant provide a suitable laboratory? 
Could the topic leader re-phrase the task description? 

1) The partner shall only provide the 0D correlation. 

2) By “validity domain” we mean especially reynolds range, mach range, drill pattern and impact 
distance. “Validity domain” includes all relevant parameters to choose the appropriate CFD 
method to model impingement cooling in tests conditions. 
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3) The “interface definition” means the geometry of the part which links the LPTACC pipe to the 
test vehicle. We need this information to make sure the LPTACC pipe design is compliant with 
the test vehicle. The applicant shall provide a suitable laboratory to perform the tests. 

5 1) From the reading of the Call document, we understood that the drilling pattern of the 
LPTACC pipes will be given by SAE in the various Test Campaigns. 

Which is the range of distances between the holes and the hole diameters to be considered? 

In the case of narrow holes distributions, it may be convenient to adopt a simplified 
approach in CFD simulations, in which the matrix of fine round jets is approximated as a 
plane jet. This simplification would avoid the complexity of simulating a complex multi-scale 
physics, in which a matrix of micro round-jets evolves into a macro plane-jet. 

2) Which is the approximate Reynolds number of the jets? 

This is a key parameter for the election of the numerical method to adopt for CFD 
simulations, in order to obtain reasonable computation times. In case of high Re numbers, 
simplifications of the domain may be necessary. 

3) Will all the cases be covered by both experimental and numerical tests? 

This is again important to know in order to estimate the computation costs and to choose 
the most appropriate numerical method. 

1) The range of distances between the center of holes is [2mm , 8mm]. 
The range of hole diameters is [0.7mm , 1.2mm]. 
Anyway, the drilling pattern shall respect at least a distance of 2 diameters between the 
center of two consecutives holes. 

The proposed simplification in CFD simulations is not acceptable. The CFD simulations should 
focus on only 1 hole with symmetry or periodicity assumptions. It is not necessary to simulate 
the full pipe with the full drilling pattern. 

2) The range of Reynolds is [1000 , 5000] with a specific attention around 2000 (the reynolds is 
given for 1 hole). 

3) It is not expected to simulate all the configurations with the CFD model. One configuration 
shall be simulate for every tests conditions but the other configurations shall be simulate in 
only 1 test condition. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-02-09 “Development and verification of microstructure, residual 

stress and deformation simulation capability for additive free-form direct deposition using multiple 

superalloys” 

1 1) In this topic it is said that it is required a laser power above 4.5kW, with accurate indication 
of material flow, positioning and direction of laser and powder nozzles during the entire 
manufacture.  
On the other hand, during the topic background description, it is said that the feature 
dimensions are typically in the centimeter range and the thickness of a deposited layer is 
typically a fraction of a millimeter. From our experience, single tracks of 1mm height, 
3mm  in width, and with a material deposition rate above 0,5kg/h can be obtained with a 
lower laser power (below 3 kW). In addition, for obtaining features of 1 cm in range with the 
required accuracy, smaller tracks might be required. Thus, which is the reason for the 
requirement of having a laser power above 4.5kW? Is it essential or proposals containing 
facilities with a lower laser power can be accepted? 
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2) What is meant with “accurate indication of material flow”? it is enough with a sensor 
monitoring the percentage from 0% to 100% for how covered the sensor is? actually,  direct 
measurement sensors are not available on the market for powder feeders. 

3) What is meant with “positioning and direction of laser and powder nozzles during the entire 
manufacture”? it is enough with the indication of different axes position and the feed rate? 

1) 4.5 kW is required because we want to cover process parameters that allow a rapid build 
process appropriate to represent larger scale builds and deposition rates up to 2-3 kg/h. The 
tests need to become representative of parameters that are needed to build industrially viable 
designs and to validate the process window by doing tests up to the limits and above. 

2) Material flow variation could cause an uncertainty in the result. The system needs to ensure 
that there is no interruption of the powder flow between the powder feeder and the nozzle 
exit. A sensor in the feeder does not report interruption of feeding due to tube failure/ tube 
bending etc. This could be done by indirect measurement in/near the nozzle exit or sensors 
measuring the flow indirect based on a normal distribution situation. The  applicant should 
propose in what way they will measure this property – directly or indirectly. 

3) “indication of different axes position and the feed rate?” The applicant should propose how to 
quantify, save and record deviations from programed build schedule and indicate the 
envisioned accuracy and why this accuracy is deemed acceptable. Save and record that the 
powder feeding is continuous and uniform and that the laser is active in the melt pool – or 
deviation from a normal process.  

 

2 It is stated in section Background (page 341) Microstructure evolution… *Grain size and 
directional growth. 
The question is whether it is required to have an explicit model for the microstructure, ie. 
resolving the geometry on micronscale, or if this should predicted by the model on global scale? 
The latter is a model that can compute shape distortions according to point 1 on page 340. 

The geometry for each grain is not needed, but effects relating to microstructure grain size and 
directional growth should be predicted by the model. The model could for instance deal with the 
expected statistical properties. Grain size distribution, directional growth are observables 
expected from the test and the model should relate to this. 

3 We have a question about interpreting the attached figure from this topic. 

 
The figure shows an experimental set up. How should the dimensions be interpreted? 
Should 10 mm high (specified to left of drawn plate) be interpreted as the height of the built 
wall or is 20 mm written on the wall its height? 
What are the specified dimensions of the support plate? Can we select not specified freely? 
The answer to above probably clarifies the interpretation of the numbers for the junction wall 
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case. 

A substrate thickness of ~6-10 mm is proposed; uniform plate of annealed material. 
The size of the base plate is to extend outside the features. 50 mm to avoid boundary effects and 
allow proper clamping. This means: 

 the simple wall should be at least 120 mm wide and 140 mm long. 

 the complex wall should be at least 150 mm wide and 200 mm long. 

4 1) Since the thermal cycles and gradients are a necessary input for microstructure prediction 

models, will the models for structural behaviour and temperature be provided to the 

consortium? What is the target software used in industry? 

2) Should Inco 718 be used as substrate material for test specimen building? If so, in annealed 

or hardened state? 

3) What is exactly meant by in situ ICP-MS and computed tomography?  

4) In order to allocate budget for alloy 2 builds, it would be good to have an estimation of the 

price per kilogram in powder form for this material.  

1) It is assumed that the applicant has the capacity to generate the data necessary for simulation, 
or has access to data needed as input in the simulation. All material data used and needed for 
the modelling will need to be included in the package developed by the applicant. The final 
target software may change, so the code form can be discussed later. The development can be 
made with any simulation code capable of the thermomechanical simulation of heat and stress 
needed for AM builds,  but must be translated to a readable program form as described if not 
done for the code used by the industrial partner.  

2) Annealed state  

3) ICP (In-Situ Coating Property) is a tool developed by ReliaCoat Technologies for online 
measurements of stresses during thermal spray coatings build up (or use of similar system to 
establish residual stresses)  

4) Computed tomography- system is used to build a 3d dimensional model of the x-rayed part 
after build to establish map of internal defects and voids. 

5) Assume a factor of 2-4 on the price for 718. The amount is not large. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-ENG-03-24 “VHCF material model for case hardened gear steels for 

application in an epicyclic power gearbox” 

1 WP1/WP2 Test rig:  

 Are the rotational speed 12.000 rpm and 5000Nm torque applied together? It means approx. 
6300KW power transmitted by the gears.  

 Is it a requirement to control and modify torque automatically during the test? For example 
using a hydraulic system. 

 According to the table of deliverables, the test rig is a derivable HW in year 2. Does it mean 
that the test rig should be commissioned in the topic leader facilities or in the proposer’s 
facilities? 

 Related to the previous question, would the tests in WP3/4 be carried out in the topic 
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manager facilities or in the proposers’ facilities? 

 And in this sense, at the end of the project, where should the test bench be located? Who is 
the owner of the test bench? 

In WP3/4:  

 Should it be taken into account the detail of the microstructure and residual stresses using 
Finite Element or other analysis method? Or, are the characterizations measurement 
required in order to know the influence of materials properties in test results.  

 Is there any preliminary estimation about the number of tests to be performed? 

In WP5:  

 When it is mentioned that the material model must include effects such as non-metallic 
inclusions, local material properties or residual stresses, does this mean that their influence 
should be extrapolated from the experimental results or should they be modeled 
theoretically? 

 Related to previous questions, is it expected that the methodology to be used is going to be 
based on a solution that includes, micro simulation for detailed material effects and macro 
models for gear level effects? 

WP1/WP2 Test rig 
• Yes 
• No 
• The rig shall be comissioned by end of year 2 at the winning partie’s facility. 
• It is intended that a team of gear/test specialists and material/VHCF specialists apply for the 

project. Please be aware that about 99% of the life time is spent in crack initiation in VHCF. In 
order to account for that phenomena classic fracture mechanics has to be modified. 
Accordingly the model shall be developed by the winning party (in house). Support can be 
provided by Rolls-Royce. 

• To our knowledge the rig will be owned by the winning party. 

WP3/WP4 
• Yes, material local properties (eg crack prop) shall be taken into account as well as residual 

stresses. Required data will be provided by Rolls-Royce. The model shall be FE based. 
• Per material about 20 test up to 10^8 cycles and about 10 tests up to 5x10^8 cycles are 

planned. It may be adjusted as needed depending on the results. 

WP5 
• In the VHCF regime failure nucleation usually starts at inclusions (stress raisers) sub-surface. 

Distribution of inclusions has to be extrapolated acc. to extreme value theory. Required local 
material properties will be provided. Residual stresses shall be measured by X-Ray. 

• That could be a reasonable approach (using sub-routines). 
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On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-46 “Modeling of friction effects caused by surface contact with 

high pressure and rapid movement” 

1 The topic description refers to JTP 2015 WP3.2.2 which related to Flight Control System in the 
electrical wing. Since the topic deals with advanced Landing Gear technologies, 

Shouldn't it refer instead to JTP 2015 WP4 or WP4.2 or WP4.3 which does relate to the Landing 
Gear system ? please advise 

The topic description wrongly refers to WP 3.2.2. This is a typo, as the correct reference is 
WP 4.2.2. 

2 1) Please clarify what is "Translation of large scale movement of landing gear into microscopic 
contact"? 

2) What is the meaning  of "Lubricant film build up" do you mean to third body formation, 
does the lower bearing elastomeric seal avoid flow of lubricate film on sliding tube during 
movement? 

3) What parameters will be measured in the lab on the micro and the macro level, does the lab 
tests have to demonstrate creation of “spot mark” phenomena, what size of samples shall 
be tested? 

4) In the topic description it is indicated that this project relates to WP 3.2.2 in the Joint 
Technical Programme (JTP), please verify if this is actually the relevant WP, or another one? 

1) The large scale movement is the motion of the landing gear system (and its components) 
during a landing procedure. This will be used as a base for the identification of the resulting 
relative motion and pressure at the area of contact of the sliding tube. The mechanisms or the 
laws to translate or “convert” large scale motion of the LG into variations of the contact zone 
at microscopic level will be provided by Topic Manager. 

2) Lubrication film build-up refers to the evolution of the lubrication film (thickness) during 
motion. The lubrication film thickness depends on parameters like: 

3) sliding velocity, contact pressure, etc. (lubricant: hydraulic fluid or grease). 

4) The lower bearing elastomeric seal restricts, but does not avoid a flow of lubricant film. 

5) Applicant(s) are set free to choose which parameter(s) to measure, with a view to validate the 
simulation model. 

6) The topic description wrongly refers to WP 3.2.2. This is a typo, the correct reference is to 
WP 4.2.2. 

3 1) Indicative start date on the header of the topic description is Q1/2019; in the Gantt chart 
Q2/2018 is mentioned – is this meaning that all given dates in the topic description schedule 
has to be changed by at least 9 month? Is the length of each phase only indicative or 
obligatory? 

2) If an applicant already has a ready-made solution for an individual task given in the topic 
description, is this task still to be explained in detail in the project description? 

3) Is the basic simulation model to be verified by simple experimental model tests by the 
applicant? 

4) Are tests on a component level necessary (to include within the project budget) to validate 
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the simulation model? If yes, is this done by the topic leader or by one of the CS2 members? 

5) Additional to burn marks, are other failure mechanism to be considered in the modelling? 

6) Is a certain coefficient of friction model to be used in the simulation model? 

7) Should the simulation model be based on a statistical topography/roughness model, or are 
surfaces of real parts to be measured and the model is to be based on such realistic 
topography/roughness data? If both, what solution is preferred by the topic leader? 

8) May additional phases for modelling be added to the given phases in the Gantt chart in the 
topic description? 

9) Are the CS2 members or topic leader providing sufficient test samples for analysis? 

10) How long is the supply time for samples to be made available for analysis to the applicant? 

11) What size have the relevant samples available for analysis to the applicant? 

12) May all test samples be dissected for analysis? 

13) What is the temperature range for which the model must be suitable? 

14) What temperature range does the hydraulic fluid cover? 

15) Is it possibly that the topic leader make the document SAE AIR 5913 available for 
downloading? 

16) Are time-depending energy flow data (in 3 dimensions) available for the relevant parts in 
the landing gear system? I not, is this to consider as task in the project? 

17) Should the simulation model provide the possibility that thin coatings on tube can be taken 
into account in simulation model in future? 

18) Is it preferred that open source simulation software is used? 

19) Which IPR rules are preferred by the topic leader? Is an exclusive licensing expected? 

20) Is the applicant responsible for further dissemination of the simulation model to third 
parties? 

21) What support must be given after the end of the project conclusions to the topic leader? 
Have the applicants to take this into account and already reserve some topic budget for this 
or is it funded with different means? If yes, how much of the budget? 

22) What is the life cycle of landing gears and landing gears shock struts? 

23) How often in-service replacements or repairs of damaged sliding tubes happened? How 
much improvement is expected? 

24) Under point 4 of the topic description, knowledge of chemistry is not explicitly mentioned; 
however, lubrication is explicitly mentioned several times in the description and tasks. 
Should the applicant provide special skills in lubrication chemistry or surface-chemistry as 
well? 

Question 1: 

The indicative date for the project start is Q1 2019. Gantt diagram is therefore to be implemented 
as of Q1 2019. Applicants are encouraged to propose their implementation plan. 

Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24: 

The topic description provides sufficient information for applicants to develop a competitive 
proposal. Applicants are set free to define the level of detail they consider most appropriate for a 
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competitive and open call. 

Question 13: 

-30 to +30 degree Celsius 

Question 14: 

from -65 to +135 degree Celsius 

Question 22: 

lifespan reference is 30 years; regular overhaul cycle: 10000-15000 landings 

4 1) What do you mean with burn marks? Is this only the colored layer on the surface or does it 
consider all the anomalous observed effects (crack, wear. etc) as given in SAE AIR 5913 ? 

2) In the topic description (scope of work) is mentioned: “The co-simulation environment 
should ideally combine and integrate in 1-D and 3-D modeling wiht a view to instantiate it 
to the specificity of the „burn mark“ phenomenon”; the sentence is slightly unclear. Can you 
give examples of 1D modeling and what combinations between 1-D and 3-D modeling are 
expected? 

1) All relevant effects, like cracks, wear, etc. should be considered. 

2) 3-D: full 3-dimensional plastic model, (combining motions e.g. multi-body dynamics with FE of 
some LG structural components); 

2-D: model reduction into one plan in order to reduce complexity and save calculation time (if 
/ where appropriate); 

1-D: behavioral models such as lubricants, hydraulics and thermal effects to be combined in 
the co-simulation environment to the 3-D model (or to its 2D reduction to save computation 
time). 

5 The primary goal of this this project is to validate a "simulation environment" which can 
reproduce burn mark effects based on the critical parameters of aircraft landing scenarios. Does 
the Topic Manager have a specific simulation environment in mind? Or can the model be 
developed in any suitable simulation environment chosen by the project consortium? 

Applicants are set free to choose the simulation environment. However, a simulation tool chain 
compatible with Matlab/Simulink, MSC Adams, ANSYS will facilitate interoperability hence take up 
of the proposed solutions in the complementary Grant Agreement (GAM). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-47 “New grip generation for inceptor” 

1 1) Inceptor, could you clarify this term ? 

2) In chapter 2 “Scope of work” it is written: ”Integrity level…some function …DAL-A”, we 
clearly agree that some functions will require DAL-A certification. Considering the project, 
we’re going to design a demonstrator to test new technology. Our understanding is that he 
purpose of this demonstrator is not to fly. Furthermore, it will probably gather a set of 
functions to test the limits of the techno. This set of function may not be realistic if we 
consider a real grip for aircraft. 

3) Having all this in consideration and the duration of the topic, rather that achieving DAL-A 
we propose to design demonstrator ready for DAL-A (a system that could be DAL-A 
certified). Is it acceptable ?  

4) In the different template for part BI, BII, C, I can identify where I need to explain some cost ( 
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other cost….), but I have not been able to identify where I have to describe cost of internal 
resources, in other word where do I have to describe the full detail of costs ? 

5) Cost wise, if we have to develop some molds for prototyping, can we have this type of 
expenses taken into account by the funding? 

1) The inceptor is composed of 3 main units : 

- Electromechanical Unit (Inceptor) 

Corresponds to unit providing force fell thanks to motors (mechanics, motors, position 
sensors) 

- Electronic Unit 

Carries out the electromechanical unit control (algorithm, control loop, power supply) 

- Grip Unit 

HIM connected to electromechanical unit + buttons 

The view below describes composition of the Smart Active Inceptor: 

 
2) In the frame of CS2, the target of this activity is to achieve a first flight demonstration. In this 

perspective, the grip could equip the inceptor, even though some new functionalities may not 
be realistic compared to a real grip for aircraft. The demonstrator will have the capability to 
provide some new functionalities, although not all of them will be used for flight test. 

3) DAL-A achieved for the topic is the preferred option 

4) Cost of internal resources must be presented in Part B.I in the section 3.4 ‘’Resources to be 
committed’’. Please read carefully the instructions from the B.I template. There have been 
also included some tables to be completed by an applicant and dedicated specifically to the 
cost of internal resources. 

In case the applicant wishes to add additional tables referring to the costs of the internal 
resources, he/she can do so, providing that the page limit  for part B.I (70 pages for the 
proposals submitted in one of the complementary topic to ITD/IADP)  has been respected.  

In addition, please be aware that upon completion of the part A directly in the Participant 
portal, the overall budget table of your proposal will be generated automatically by the 
system.  
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Question / Answer 

5) Costs related to the development of some molds for prototyping can qualify as eligible costs, 
providing that this particular development is coherent with the subject of entire submitted 
proposal. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-48 “Design and development of a long stroke Piezo Electric 

Actuator” 

1 With respect to the “Key research areas for potential innovation and performance increase”: 

• item “Highly dynamic energy storage devices” refers to the recovery of dissipation of the 
kinetic energy of the piezo-electric actuator. Is it intended to be used in the piezo-electric 
actuator itself or in other component of the Landing Gear System? Could you please provide 
further information on impact and/or KPIs and/or expected target(s) in the overall system? 

• item “Identify new thermal management methods”: Could you please provide further 
information on the expected improvement related to reliability or excessive heating on the 
target system? 

• The highly dynamic storage device refers to how we ‘capture’ the short stroke/high frequency 
output of the piezo stack and convert this into a long stroke/low frequency output, this could 
be by some sort of ‘ratcheting’ mechanism or perhaps a hydraulic device. 

• With regard to thermal management, the issue is that as the driving frequency of the Piezo 
stack is increased in order to obtain higher performance the charge and discharge currents 
will also increase, much like a capacitive type load device and as a result a considerable 
amount of heat will be generated. This combined with the physical properties of the stack 
material can impose a limit on the frequencies/power levels used, hence limiting the output 
that can be achieved. As such means will be required to either limit/manage this rise or 
incorporate materials that can tolerate greater temperatures without degradation. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-50 “Innovative RTM tooling for CFRP primary structural parts” 

1 From the call for proposal background paragraph (page 384) is written that more innovative 
tooling methods are to be investigated that use tooling materials such as CFRP, 
polymer/elastomer (or hybrid).  
Could you please clarify if using CFRP, Polymer/elastomer material for RTM Tooling is a 
requirement? Is it a must? 
The use of non-metal materials is not a must. As mentioned hybrid solutions (tools using both 
metal and other materials to provide the required functionality) are also allowed, provided they 
can provide a viable path towards the goal of the topic  (“Such tools should enable lower cost of 
manufacturing processes by using less energy, shorter processing cycles, minimize negative 
effects of differences in thermal expansion, and allow more flexible production processes”). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-51 “Innovative quality inspection method for CFRP primary 

structural parts” 

1 1) Parts with large laminate thickness (up to 50 mm): What are the sections of these parts 

(cylindric, square)? Can you provide some basic drawing or photo of such parts? 

2) High local curvature combined with non parallel surface: What type of curvature? Do you 

mean that front & rear surfaces are not parallel? Can you provide typical  drawing + photos 

of such parts? 
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1) The cross section of such components would typically be square with chamfered edges, as 
shown in the attached sketch and the picture of a CFRP landing gear component (with more 
simple shape than now in research). 
 

       
 
2) The components contain (a) a change in laminate thickness (tapering) leading to non-parallel 
inner and outer surfaces (up to 6° enclosed angle) and (b) a curved inner and outer surface with 
varying radius. To reduce mass, both these geometry changes are present in the same area of the 
component, as indicted in the sketch. 

 
 

2 Would the final demonstrator remain at the Topic Leader facilities beyond the end of the 
project? 

The demonstrator hardware that will be used for validation of the innovative quality inspection 
methods is developed within the CS2 HECOLAG project. It is therefore the property of the 
partners of this project and will be used for testing and dissemination activities of the HECOLAG 
project. If the applicant wishes to use the demonstrator hardware for their own dissemination 
activities related to this topic, this can be negotiated with the project partners (with certain 
conditions and restrictions). 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-02-55 “Air treatment system for airborne microbe removal from 

air circulation or chambers” 

1 I wish to ask if UV light air treatment systems are eligible within the call criteria, instead of air 
handling treatment systems? 

UV light air treatment systems are certainly among the candidate technologies for this 
application. Regardless of the proposed technological solution, the applicant should demonstrate 
a clear innovation beyond commercially available systems and the state of the art. The specific 
benefits and challenges in integrating the proposed technology in an aircraft should be fully 
addressed. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CfP08-SYS-03-17 “Improved Thermal Properties of Computing Platforms for 

Next-Generation Avionics [SAT]” 

1 There is one of the expected impacts we are not fully confident on its interpretation. Could you 
please provide more details on the meaning of the following?  
"Improved availability by streamlined production cycles in LRU packaging" 

Producing designs with high thermal dissipation driven by high computing performance often 
leads to several re-designs of the packaging to pass the LRU thermal tests.  

The redesign often leads to introduction of additional heat guides or changing the printed circuit 
board layout to conduct more heat. 
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Such changes may have an impact on soldering quality or represent introudction of additional 
components to the MTBF of the overall LRU. 

This may ultimately result in shorter repair cycles impacting the LRU availability. 
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I. Thematic Topics 

Question / Answer 

General questions: 

1 As the Thematic Topics can receive several proposals to cover the full scope, is the intent to 
have several partners working together on a same topic? Each of the partners having a small 
part of the scope but ensuring that many stakeholders are represented in the discussions? 

As proposals may address one or more technology solutions/tools/concepts described in the topic 
description or new solutions, the CS2JU may include in the ranking of proposals their 
complementarity as explained in the Horizon 2020 Rules for Participation and CS2JU Work Plan. 

2 1) Regarding the IP rights: what will be the rules applied for IP for the Thematic Calls? Specially  
"access rights" which are usually for the Topic leader.  

2) Knowing that there is no topic leader, could we know more about the scientific context? Is 
there behind the topics a group of industrials, which have supported the call? 

Is there contextual element to be considered ?  

1) As no Topic Managers are involved in thematic topics, the handling of the IP rights in such 
topics will comply with the standard Horizon 2020 rules. Nevertheless, an advisory group will 
be proposed for such projects with inclusion of interested Members of the CS2JU who are 
willing to follow such projects and exchange information relevant to the projects - subject to 
agreement and by signing a Non-Disclosure Agreement as is common under H2020. 

The CS2JU will provide a “non-binding template for confidentiality and Intellectual Property 
Rights Agreement” to the selected partners at the grant preparation phase to ease any 
possible “collaboration” with a member or other industrial partner in terms of exploitation of 
results1.  

The use of this agreement will depend on the proposal and the possible involvement of a 
member (e.g. users group, advisory group). 

2) Thematic topics contribute to the achievement of the High Level Objectives (HLOs) of the 
Clean Sky 2 Regulation, by enabling a wide range of competing technology solutions to 
address broad problem-oriented topics that are geared towards the Clean Sky 2 programme-
level HLOs. Interested Members of the CS2JU may propose to follow a project related to a 
thematic topic as explained above. 

On Topic: JTI-CS2-2018-CFP08-THT-02 “Cognitive Computing potential for cockpit operations” 

 1) For the scope of this topic, do we have to consider only cockpit operation of large 
commercial aircraft, or does the scope cover other aircraft such as small air transport, 
business jet, helicopters, etc ? 

2) Do you expect to have an exhaustive list of relevant case studies, i.e. covering a large range 
of unexpected and complex situations ? Or do you expect that the applicant selects only a 
few case studies based on pre-defined selection criteria ? 

3) In addition to a selection of relevant case studies, would it be valuable to propose a deeper 
analysis using human-in-the-loop simulation on one use case, as a "pilot"  to further assess 
the potential benefits and improve the content of the other selected case studies? 

                                                 
1
 See also question #34 in the part related to administrative questions 
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4) More generally, do you expect to have simulations or experiments realized during the 
project to assess the relevance of the case studies? 

5) The topic description mentions: “As part of the project implementation, the JU envisages a 
review of the technological relevance against the objectives”. Can you give more details, 
i.e., How and When this review will be done ? What could be the impact of this review 
during the project? 

1) The ambition of the topic is to address how cockpit operations and flight crew resource 
management for Part 25 commercial air transport (and specifically short/medium range 
aircraft) can benefit from cognitive computing. Other aircraft and operating environments 
may well benefit from the technology roadmap and development, but should  not be 
considered as basis for the proposals in this topic.The applicant will identify firstly most of the 
unexpected and complex situations in order to assess which ones are to be studies based on 
selection criteria defined by himself. The rationale for selecting certain case studies will be 
explained. 

2) This project intends to identify how cognitive computing can provide significant support to 
pilots in the future (> 10 to 15 years’ time horizon) and which technologies are to be 
developed following preliminary assessment of their potentials and limitations. The more the 
preliminary assessment are credible, the better. The applicant will decide how to address this 
ambition, depending on the technologies investigated and following the assessment to be 
made within this specific context of application. The credibility of the approach is at stake. 

3) To date, a certain number of technologies exists and are already tested in different domain 
than Aeronautics. In Aeronautics, some investigations have been already performed to 
monitor “pilot states”. 
The potential of certain technologies applied to Aeronautics is still unknown and their 
limitations have to be assessed.  
Based on the selected case studies, the applicant will propose a plan to perform this analysis. 
Simulations and experiments might be beneficial as long as they are deemed beneficial in this 
specific context. 

4) In the specific context of thematic topics, a review will systematically be held by the JU 12 
months after the project start. The technical progress against the proposal objectives will then 
be assessed to confirm whether the topic objectives will be met at completion with significant 
progress beyond the state of the art. 
In case of low progress or low performance or absence of tangible expected results at 
completion, the JU reserves its right to discontinue the project. 

2 Regarding the budget: is the funding value of 800k€ per project or is it for the 2 thematic topics?  

As mentioned in each topic description, the JU considers that proposals requesting a contribution 
of 800k€ over the period as published would allow this specific challenge to be addressed 
appropriately. 

Applicants should take the indicative value into consideration in the elaboration of their proposal. 
Although no maximum or “not to exceed” funding value applies as eligibility criteria, the 
appropriateness of the resources required will be considered. 

Note that the JU may fund more than one proposal per topic depending on the evaluation 
outcome. 

 


